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LIVE MEDIA DELIVERY OVER A PACKET-BASED COMPUTER

NETWORK

[0001] This application claims priority from U.S. Provisional Application Serial No.

61/052,459 filed May 12, 2008, and from U.S. Provisional Application Serial No.

61/073,542 filed June 18, 2008, the entire contents of each are incorporated herein by

reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The invention relates to computer networks and particularly to downloading

media data on computer networks.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Media content providers are increasingly using the Internet for transmitting

media content to consumers of the content. YouTube is one example of a website

used by media content providers to distribute media content. Media content providers

are also starting to provide "live" transmission of various events over the Internet, so

that a user can view the event on a computer or cell phone. Sporting events and

concerts are examples of events which have been transmitted live via the Internet.

[0004] Individuals downloading such live transmissions often experience long

buffering delays or transmission glitches due to bandwidth limitations of their

network connection. These delays or glitches potentially degrade the viewing

experience to a point where the live transmission may be unwatchable.

[0005] Conventionally, the media content provider streams the live transmission to a

client device. The client device buffers some amount of the data before displaying the

contents of the live transmission. A media player or other software running on the

client device determines the amount of live transmission that is buffered before

displaying the contents of the live transmission. In this manner, during situations

when the network bandwidth is less than ideal, the client device has buffered data that

can be presented to the user.

[0006] However, the traditional solutions pose several problems. For example,

significant delays in transmission may cause the media player to process and present

all of the buffered data to the user, requiring the client device to again wait for more



data to be buffered before being able to present the content to the user. Furthermore,

transmission glitches (e.g., packet loss within the intermediate network) may result in

parts of the media content not being received, or being unretreivable, by the client

device, and therefore not presented to the user.

SUMMARY

[0007] In general, the invention provides improved techniques for delivering

packetized data of a live transmission over a network to a client device. The

techniques may reduce rebuffering delays that otherwise commonly occur when a

client device displays all the contents that were previously buffered in the client

device causing the client device to stop displaying the live transmission while it

buffers more data of the live transmission.

[0008] To reduce rebuffering delays, as one example, a server processes a digital data

stream of the live transmission and produces discrete media assets representing

individual subsections of the media that are explicitly addressable by client devices

without requiring the whole of the digital media stream exist on the sending side

before starting the delivery of the media assets to the client devices. Each of the

discrete media assets represents packetized data for a different portion of the live

transmission.

[0009] Moreover, in response to request to download or otherwise join the viewing of

the live transmission, the server, provides to the requesting client one or more discrete

media assets corresponding to portions of the live transmission that are earlier in time

(i.e., "temporally prior") to the point in time at which the client initiated the request.

In this manner, the server backsets the client device by initiating the client's viewing

experience at an earlier point in time within the live transmission. As a result, the

media assets received and displayed by the client device are temporally prior (i.e.,

back in time) relative to the actual point in time of the live event. This allows the

client device to buffer data of the live transmission such that when the actual

throughput rate is not ideal, the client device has already downloaded some portion of

one or more of the media assets of a live transmission so that the client device can

seamlessly continue to present the live transmission to the user without glitches.

Additionally, as described herein, client devices can download the digital media assets

faster than real-time with respect to the live transmission, which can be used to



alleviate data shortages resulting from any prior data reception difficulties by the

client device.

[0010] The server may determine the backset for a particular client device based on

characteristics of the network and/or the particular client device. For example, the

server may determine the backset based on a number of users currently downloading

the live transmission, an actual throughput rate, and a historical throughput rate, to

name a few characteristics.

[0011] Each discrete media asset may be considered and accessed as a separate media

asset, which is a network addressable logical construct. For example, each media

asset may be a logical construct represented as a separate file stored at the media

server or as a separately addressable construct stored within a memory of the media

server. Each discrete media asset is individually storeable, addressable, and

downloadable, based on a predictable naming scheme, by the client device.

[0012] To further reduce rebuffering delays, the client device may download media

assets or portions of the same media asset from multiple sources (i.e., one or more

other client devices and/or the server) in parallel. The technique of downloading

media assets in parallel is referred to herein as swarming. This allows the client

device to more quickly buffer data of the live transmission.

[0013] In one embodiment the invention is directed to a method for a media server to

deliver a live transmission. The method comprises receiving a request from a

plurality of client devices to download the live transmission via a packet-based

computer-network and determining an amount of backset for each one of the plurality

of client devices upon receiving the request, wherein at least two client devices of the

plurality of client devices are determined to have different amounts of backset. The

method further comprises providing the plurality of client devices at least one media

asset stored by the media server based on the determined amount of backset, wherein

the at least one media asset comprises data of the live transmission for a time interval

or data range.

[0014] In another embodiment the invention is directed to a method for a client

device to receive a live transmission. The method comprises transmitting a request to

a media server to download the live transmission and receiving a backset from the

media server. The method further comprises requesting a media asset of the live

transmission based on the received backset, wherein the media asset comprises data of



the live transmission for a time interval or data range. The method further comprises

downloading the media asset.

[0015] In another embodiment the invention is directed to a media content provider to

deliver a live transmission. The media content provider comprises an encapsulator

that includes an interface to receive the live transmission and provide the live

transmission to a media asset builder that generates a plurality of media assets. The

media content provider also comprises a media server that stores each one of the

plurality of media assets, provides the media assets to a plurality of client devices, and

determines an amount of backset for each one of the plurality of client devices,

wherein at least two client devices of the plurality of client devices have different

amounts of backset.

[0016] In another embodiment the invention is directed to a client device to receive a

live transmission. The client device comprises a media player and a download agent

comprising a playback controller, a source agent, a backset calculator, and a stream

agent. The source agent transmits a request to a media server to download the live

transmission, and receives a backset from the media server. The source agent

requests a media asset based on the received backset and causes the stream agent to

the download the requested media asset. The media asset comprises data of the live

transmission for a time interval or data range.

[0017] The details of one or more embodiments of the invention are set forth in the

accompanying drawings and the description below. Other features, objects, and

advantages of the invention will be apparent from the description and drawings, and

from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0018] FIGS. IA and IB are block diagrams illustrating an exemplary system for

transmitting and receiving packet based stream carrying live transmission.

[0019] FIGS. 2A and 2B are block diagrams illustrating an exemplary encapsulator.

[0020] FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary technique for generating a

media asset.

[0021] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary technique for generating the

names for the media assets.



[0022] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary media server.

[0023] FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating an exemplary technique of establishing

backsets for users.

[0024] FIGS. 7A-7C are timing diagrams illustrating exemplary delay times for users.

[0025] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary system in which a

download agent selects the media asset from a media server.

[0026] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary download agent connected

to a media server.

[0027] FIGS. 10A-10B is a flowchart illustrating an example operation of the

download agent.

[0028] FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating an example operation of download agent

switching between media assets from media server.

[0029] FIG. 12 is a flow chart illustrating an example operation of download agent

when dynamically transitioning between different media assets in embodiments where

media assets contain similar data but different playback rates.

[0030] FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary system for downloading a

live transmission with swarming.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0031] FIG. IA is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary system 2A for

downloading a live transmission of an event. System 2A includes upstream media

server 5, media content provider 7A, network 8, delivery information server 9, and

client devices 10. In some embodiments, upstream media server 5 receives raw (i.e.,

unencoded) video and audio data of the live transmission. In this case, upstream

media server 5 may be geographically proximate to the event that is being transmitted

live. Upstream media server 5 may encode the live transmission and generate a

packetized stream 3 . Upstream media server 5 may encode the live transmission

using various techniques well known in the art. For example, the packetized stream

may be a plurality of frames. The frames may be intra (I) frames, predictive (P)

frames, or bi-directional (B) frames. I frames are frames that are encoded without

reference to any other frames and may provide an entirely encoded picture. P frames

and B frames are encoded based on at least one other frame and generally contain



image data and motion vector displacements that are relative to a previous key frame

in the stream.

[0032] In the embodiment shown in FIG. IA, media content provider (MCP) 7A

operates as a client to upstream media server 5 so as to receive the packetized stream

3 of the live transmission from the upstream media server. However, unlike

conventional clients, which display the received media, MCP 7A process the digital

data stream to produce discrete media assets representing individual subsections of

the media that are explicitly addressable by client devices 10 without requiring the

whole of the digital media stream for the live transmission exist at MCP 7A before

starting the delivery of the media assets to the client devices 10. Each of the discrete

media assets represents packetized data corresponding to a different portion (i.e.,

different segment in time) of the live transmission. MCP 7A may be an enterprise or

other organization that provides media content to client devices. For example, MCP

7A may be a corporation that runs a web site that allows users to view live events.

[0033] As shown in FIG. IA, MCP 7 includes encapsulator 4A and media server 6 .

In some embodiments, encapsulator 4A may be geographically proximate to upstream

media server 5 . There may be a large geographical distance between encapsulator 4A

and media server 6, i.e. media server 6 may be downstream from upstream media

server 5 and encapsulator 4A.

[0034] Encapsulator 4A may present itself as a media player to upstream media server

5 and output a request to upstream media server 5 for the packet based stream. In

response, encapsulator 4A may receive the packet based stream from upstream media

server 5 . Encapsulator 4A may receive the packet based stream as a complete or

growing file on a disk. Encapsulator 4A may request the packet based stream from

upstream media server 5 by referencing upstream media server's 5 Uniform Resource

Locator (URL). Encapsulator 4A may download the data from upstream media server

5 using traditional digital media transport mechanisms such as real time streaming

protocol (RTSP).

[0035] Encapsulator 4A processes the packetized data stream by dividing the data

stream into a plurality of media assets. As used in this disclosure, a "media asset" is a

container of media data (e.g., a distinct media file) that a client device 10 can

individually address for download and play back. Each discrete media asset may be

considered and accessed as a separate media asset, which is a network addressable

logical construct. For example, each media asset may be a logical construct



represented as a separate file stored at media server 6 or as a separately addressable

construct stored within a memory of media server 6 . Each media asset may be

considered to be an independent media file. Each media asset may contain data for a

certain amount of time of the live transmission, for example each media asset may

contain data for 2 minutes of live transmission data. In another embodiment, each

media asset may have a fixed data size, for example 5 mega-bytes, of data for a live

transmission.

[0036] To generate a media asset, encapsulator 4A may define the first frame of the

received packetized video data stream as a key frame. Generally, the first frame of

the packetized video data will be an I frame, however this may not be necessary.

Encapsulator 4A may populate the media asset with subsequent frames until the size

of the media asset is approximately, as one example, 5 mega-bytes. 5 mega-bytes is

merely one example, the size of each media asset may be different in different

embodiments. The last few frames of a media asset may comprise a series of I

frames. Additionally, encapsulator 4A may define various frames within the media

asset as key frames. The last frame stored within the media asset may also be a key

frame. To generate subsequent media assets, encapsulator 4A may take the frame

following the last frame stored in the previous media asset and assign it as a key

frame. Encapsulator 4A may populate the subsequent media asset with frames of the

received packetized video data stream. As before, various frames within the media

asset may be defined as key frames, the last few frames may be I frames, and the last

frame stored may also be a key frame.

[0037] In this manner, each media asset may behave as an independent media file.

Each media asset may be individually storeable, addressable, and downloadable. To

access and download the media assets, each media asset may be given a predictable

name. In one embodiment, each media asset may be named by using a designation

and sequential integers for successive media assets. For example, data range of 0-

5MB of live transmission data may be called mediafilel, 5MB- 10MB of live

transmission data may be called mediafile2, and so on. In another embodiment, the

media assets may be named by a combination of a predictable sequence with one or

more shared secrets. For example, each media asset may have an encoded name with

a particular key needed to predict the name.

[0038] In addition to generating a plurality of media assets, in some embodiments,

encapsulator 4A may additionally generate multiple sets of plurality of media assets.



Each set of plurality of media assets may contain similar data; however, the visual

playback specification may be different for each media asset. The visual playback

specification may be the playback rate of the media asset or the playback resolution of

the media asset, to name a few examples of visual playback specification. The

playback rate of the media asset is the number of bits per second that a client device

needs to display to properly render the media asset. For example, encapsulator 4A

may generate a first set of media assets with a certain playback resolution designed to

be played back at a certain playback rate. Encapsulator 4A may generate a second set

of media assets with a lower playback resolution than the first set of media assets

designed to be played back at a lower playback rate than the first set of media assets.

Encapsulator 4A may also generate a third set of media assets with a higher playback

resolution than the first set of media assets designed to be played back at a higher

playback rate than the first set of media assets.

[0039] In some embodiments, encapsulator 4A also generates a map of datastamps for

all the media assets. In some embodiments, encapsulator 4A may provide a

datastamp for each key frame within a media asset that corresponds to the amount of

data received by encapsulator 4A up to the key frame. In some embodiments, the

map may be a part of the media asset stored as metadata. Metadata will be described

in more detail below with respect to FIGS. 2A and 2B.

[0040] In some embodiments, encapsulator 4A may have an internal cache memory to

store a plurality of the generated media assets. In such embodiments, media server 6

may receive a request for a particular media asset from client device 10. Media server

6 queries encapsulator 4A for the particular media asset. Encapsulator 4A provides

the media asset and the map of datastamps for the particular media asset to media

server 6 . Media server 6, in response to receiving the media asset and map of

datastamps, provides the media asset and optionally a map of datastamps to client

device 10. In some embodiments, encapsulator 4A may output the media assets and

map of datastamps to media server 6 . Media server 6 may store the media assets and

map of datastamps. In such embodiments, media server 6 provides the media asset

and map of datastamps to a requesting client device 10 without the aide of

encapsulator 4A.

[0041] The remaining blocks shown in FIG. IA will be described in detail following

the disclosure of the system shown in FIG. IB. Particularly, network 8, delivery

information server 9, and client device 10 perform substantially similar functions for



the systems shown in FIGS. IA and IB. Additionally, it is important to note that this

disclosure describes techniques of the invention with respect to video data. For

example, video data is described in FIG. IA. However, the invention is not limited to

only video data. Aspects of the invention may be applicable to audio data as well.

For clarity and ease of description, this disclosure focuses on video data. One skilled

in the art would realize that similar aspects may be applied to audio data as well.

[0042] FIG. IB is a block diagram illustrating a second embodiment including an

exemplary system 2B for downloading a live transmission of an event. System 2B

includes media content provider 7B, network 8, delivery information server 9, and

client device 10. Media content provider (MCP) 7B may be an enterprise or other

organization that provides media content to client devices. For example, MCP 7B

may be a corporation that runs a web site that allows users to view live events. MCP

7B includes encapsulator 4B and media server 6 .

[0043] In the embodiment of FIG. IB, encapsulator 4B receives raw (unencoded)

video transmission of a live event similar to upstream media server 5 (FIG. IA).

Encapsulator 4B may be geographically proximate to the live event. Alternatively,

encapsulator 4B may be geographically distant from the live event. Upon receiving

raw video transmission, encapsulator 4B generates an encoded packetized data

stream. For example, encapsulator 4B may generate the encoded packetized data

stream by generating a plurality of frames such as I frames, P frames, or B frames,

similar to upstream media server 5 (FIG. IA).

[0044] Similar to encapsulator 4A (FIG. IA), after packetizing the raw video

transmission, encapsulator 4B processes the packetized data stream by dividing the

data stream into a plurality of media assets. As described with respect to FIG. IA,

each discrete media asset may be considered and accessed as a separate media asset,

which is a network addressable logical construct. For example, each media asset may

be a logical construct represented as a separate file stored at media server 6 or as a

separately addressable construct stored within a memory of media server 6 .

[0045] Similar to the description with respect to FIG. IA, to generate a media asset,

encapsulator 4B may define the first frame of the packetized video data stream as a

key frame. Generally, the first frame of the packetized video data will be an I frame.

In some embodiments, encapsulator 4B may populate the media asset with subsequent

frames until the size of the media asset is approximately, as one example, 5 mega

bytes. 5 mega-bytes is merely one example, the size of each media asset may be



different in different embodiments. In some embodiments, encapsulator 4B may

populate the media asset with subsequent frames until the media asset consists of data

for a particular time range. For example, encapsulator 4B may populate a media asset

until the media asset consists of 40 seconds of live transmission. 40 seconds of live

transmission is merely one example, the length of the time interval may be different in

different embodiments. The last few frames of a media asset may comprise a series of

I frames. Additionally, encapsulator 4B may define various frames within the media

asset as key frames, similar to encapsulator 4A (FIG. IA). The last frame stored

within the media asset may also be a key frame. To generate subsequent media

assets, encapsulator 4B may take the frame following the last frame stored in the

previous media asset and assign it as a key frame. Encapsulator 4B may populate the

subsequent media asset with frames of the received packetized video data stream. As

before, various frames within the media asset may be defined as key frames, the last

few frames may be I frames, and the last frame stored may also be a key frame.

[0046] In this manner, each media asset may behave as an independent media file.

Each media asset may be individually storeable, addressable, and downloadable. To

access and download the media assets, each media asset may be given a predictable

name. In one embodiment, each media asset may be named by using a designation

and sequential integers for successive media assets. For example, time interval of 0

seconds to 40 seconds of live transmission data may be called mediafϊ lel, 40 seconds

to 80 seconds of live transmission data may be called mediafϊ le2, and so on. In

another embodiment, the media assets may be named by a combination of a

predictable sequence with one or more shared secrets. For example, each media asset

may have an encoded name with a particular key needed to predict the name.

[0047] In addition to generating a plurality of media assets, in some embodiments,

encapsulator 4B may additionally generate multiple sets of plurality of media assets

similar to encapsulator 4A (FIG. IA). Each set of plurality of media assets may

contain similar data; however, the visual playback specification may be different for

each media asset. The visual playback specification may be the playback rate at

which the media assets are played back, the playback resolution of the media assets,

the encoding scheme used to generate the media assets, to name a few examples of

visual playback specification.

[0048] In addition to generating media assets, in some embodiments, encapsulator

4B may also generate a map of datastamps for all the media assets, similar to



encapsulator 4A (FIG. IA). In some embodiments, encapsulator 4B generates a map

of timestamps for all the media assets. Encapsulator 4B may provide a timestamp for

each key frame within a media asset that corresponds to the length of time of data

received by encapsulator 4B up to the key frame. The map of timestamps may be a

part of the media asset stored in as metadata. Metadata will be described in more

detail below with respect to FIGS. 2A and 2B.

[0049] Encapsulator 4B may output the media assets and map of datastamps and/or

map of timestamps to media server 6 . In the embodiment shown in FIG. IB, media

server 6 stores all the media assets and the map of datastamps and/or map of

timestamps.

[0050] The following description relates to media server 6, network 8, delivery

information server 9, and client device 10. The description is applicable to systems

2A and 2B shown in FIGS. IA and IB respectively.

[0051] Media server 6 is capable of providing the media assets to a client device 10 in

a sequential manner. Example media assets include video clips, audio clips, movies,

live audio streams, live video streams, teleconference streams, telephone streams,

digital cinema feeds, and other types of media. In the context of system 2A, media

server 6 may, for example, be capable of providing the media assets where each

media asset contains information for a data range. In the context of system 2B, media

server 6 may, for example, be capable of providing the media assets where each

media asset contains information for a data range or a time interval. In some

embodiments, media server 6 is also capable of providing different sets of plurality of

media assets with different visual playback specifications.

[0052] Additionally, media server 6 may determine how much each client device

requesting to download the live transmission will be backset in viewing the live

transmission. The term backset refers to a duration of a time interval that is prior to

the current time of the live transmission, i.e., in the past. For example, a user may

wish to view a concert, and media server 6 may determine that a user needs to be

backset by 5 seconds. This means the user is actually viewing what happened in the

concert 5 seconds ago. In this way, the user is viewing media associated with a time

that is prior to the current time of the live transmission. Media server 6 may

determine that different users are to be assigned different backsets, where those

different backsets correspond to different media assets, and therefore different

segments of time, for the live transmission. For example, media server 6 may assign



the backset for a first user to be 5 seconds, and assign the backset for a second user to

be 10 seconds.

[0053] Media server 6 determines the backset based on various characteristics,

including characteristics associated with client devices 10 requesting to download the

live transmission. For example, media server 6 may determine the backset for a client

based on, for example, a number of client devices currently downloading the live

transmission, a geographical proximity of client devices currently downloading the

live transmission, an actual throughput rate to each one of the plurality of client

devices, and a historical actual throughput rate to each one of the plurality of client

devices, to name a few possible factors.

[0054] As illustrated in the example of FIGS. IA and IB, system 2A and 2B includes

a network 8 that facilitates communication between client device 10 and media server

6 . Network 8 may be a wide variety of different types of networks. For example,

network 8 may be the Internet, a content-delivery network, a wide-area network, a

wireless network, or another type of network. MCP 7A and MCP 7B may purchase

rights to communicate on network 8 from a network service provider. The network

service provider may be an Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a similar organization.

[0055] Delivery information server 9 is described in more detail below with respect to

FIG. 8. Generally, delivery information server 9 may be configured to implement a

data transfer policy established by MCP 7A or MCP 7B. The data transfer policy may

indicate a desired overall bandwidth utilization. The desired overall bandwidth

utilization is the amount of bandwidth that MCP 7A or MCP 7B wants to utilize at a

given point in time. For example, a data transfer policy may indicate that MCP 7A or

MCP 7B wants to maintain an overall bandwidth utilization of 100 megabytes/second.

A data transfer policy may indicate that MCP 7A or MCP 7B want to maintain

different bandwidth utilization at different times. For instance, a data transfer policy

may indicate that MCP 7A or MCP 7B wants to utilize 100 megabytes/second of

bandwidth between the hours of 5:00AM and 9:00PM and utilize 90

megabytes/second of bandwidth between the hours of 9:00PM through 4:59AM.

Additionally, while systems IA and IB include delivery information server 9,

delivery information server 9 may not be necessary for all embodiments.

[0056] Client device 10 may be any type of device capable of playing video data

viewable by an end user. Client device 10 may be a wide variety of different types of

devices. For example, client device 10 may be a personal computer, a laptop



computer, a mobile telephone, a personal media player, a device integrated into a

vehicle, a network telephone, a network television, a television set-top box, a network

appliance, or another type of network device.

[0057] FIG. 2A is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of

encapsulator 4A. Encapsulator 4A may be software executing on a processor or

server. In this example, encapsulator 4A includes interface 12A and media asset

builder 16. Interface 12A provides an interface that allows encapsulator 4A to receive

the requested video stream from the upstream media server 5 (FIG. IA). For

example, interface 12A may request the packetized video stream data from upstream

server 5 by referencing the URL of upstream server 5 . Interface 12A may be

designed, in some embodiments, to receive the video stream from upstream server 5

using traditional digital media transport mechanisms such as real time streaming

protocol (RTSP).

[0058] Interface 12A provides the packetized video stream to media asset builder 16.

The function of media asset builder 16 will be described following the description of

FIG. 2B. The media asset builder 16 shown in FIG. 2A is substantially similar to the

media asset builder 16 shown in FIG. 2B.

[0059] FIG. 2B is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of

encapsulator 4B. Encapsulator 4B may be software executing on a processor or

server. Encapsulator 4B may include interface 12B, encoder 14, and media asset

builder 16. Interface 12B provides an interface to receive the raw video data of a live

event. Encoder 14 may encode the raw video data into a plurality of frames. Encoder

14 may generate intra-frames, as well as, bi-directional frames and predictive frames

of the raw video data.

[0060] Media asset builder 16 receives the packetized video stream from interface

12A (FIG. 2A) or encoded data from encoder 14 (FIG. 2B). Media asset builder 16

generates media assets for the video stream and in some embodiments, media asset

builder 16 may optionally include the corresponding map of datastamps or

timestamps for the media assets. Additionally, media asset builder 16 may assign

each one of the media assets a separate identifier such that each media asset may be

individually addressable and selectively requestable by different downstream client

devices.

[0061] Media asset builder 16 may generate media assets based on time intervals or

data ranges. For example, media asset builder 16 may generate a media asset for



every 40 seconds of live transmission, or media asset builder 16 may generate a media

asset in 5 mega-byte data blocks. The media asset may be encoded with an average

playback rate of 1 mega-bit per second. Therefore, a 5 mega-byte chunk would

contain an average of 40 seconds of video (5 mega-byte data block multiplied by 8

bits per byte, divided by 1 mega-bit per second equals 40 seconds). A combination of

5 media assets would constitute 200 seconds of live transmission data. A media asset

for every 40 seconds, a media asset of 5 mega-bytes, or a playback rate of 1 mega-bit

per second is merely exemplary, the size of media asset and playback rate may be

different in different embodiments. In some embodiments, media asset builder 16

may generate media assets that contain similar content, but the visual specification

may be different in each media asset. For example, media asset builder 16 may

generate a first media asset that contains data that needs to be viewed at a high

playback rate, i.e., there is a high number of bits that the client device needs to display

per unit of time. Media asset builder 16 may also generate a second media asset that

contains similar data as the first media asset but needs to be viewed at a low playback

rate, i.e., there is a low number of bits that the client device needs to display per unit

of time.

[0062] Media asset builder 16 may generate media assets that can be viewed by most

popular media players. For example, media asset builder 16 may generate files that

can be viewed by Windows Media Player or Silverlight from Microsoft

Corporation of Redmond, Washington, Quicktime™ from Apple Computer of

Cupertino, California, and Flash Video™ from Adobe Systems, Inc. of San Jose,

California, to name a few. For example, the media assets may be generated for the

Windows Media Player in an advanced streaming format (ASF). Media asset builder

16 may generate media assets for other types of media players as well. Additionally,

media asset builder 16 may require a particular protocol or codec in generating the

media assets. For example, in system IB (FIG. IB) encoder 14 (FIG. 2B) may use a

particular protocol or codec to generate the plurality of frames that media asset

builder 16 uses to generate media assets. In some other embodiments, media asset

builder 16 may generate the media assets independent of any particular protocol or

codec. For example, in system IA (FIG. IA), in different embodiments, encapsulator

4A may receive the data stream in different protocols or codecs. In such

embodiments, media asset builder 16 may generate the media assets independent of



the type of protocol or codec used by upstream media server (FIG. IA) to transmit the

packetized video stream.

[0063] In some embodiments, for example the embodiment shown in FIG. IB, media

asset builder 16 may include metadata at the beginning of the media asset. The

metadata may provide information for playing of a particular media asset. For

example, the metadata may contain the identifier for the media asset. The metadata

may contain the total number of bits in the media asset and the temporal duration of

the media asset, i.e., how long the media asset should be played. Based on the total

number of bits and the duration of the media asset, the playback rate of the media

asset can be calculated by dividing the total number of bits by the duration. .The

metadata may also contain information about the particular codec or protocol used in

encoding frames in the media asset. In some embodiments, the metadata may also

contain a map of timestamps and/or datastamps for the particular media asset. The

timestamps may define the beginning and ending of a particular media asset. The

timestamp defining the beginning of the media asset may be the amount of time of

live transmission that has occurred up to the beginning of the media asset. The

timestamp defining the ending of the media asset may be the amount of time of live

transmission that has occurred up to the end of the media asset. The datastamps may

also define the beginning and ending of a particular media asset. The datastamp

defining the beginning of the media asset may be the amount of data of live

transmission that has occurred up to the beginning of the media asset. The datastamp

defining the ending of the media asset may be the amount of data of live transmission

that has occurred up to the ending of the media asset. Additionally, the timestamps

and datastamps may indicate the locations of particular key frames within media

assets.

[0064] Upon generating a media asset, media asset builder 16 assigns each media

asset a name, i.e. identifier. The naming scheme may be any predictable naming

technique. For example, media asset builder 16 may use sequential integers in

naming consecutive media assets. As another example, media asset builder 16 may

use some predictable naming technique, where the names are then encoded, and the

client device requires a particular key from media server 6 to predict the names. The

naming scheme allows users downloading the media assets to particularly address the

media asset. As described, the naming scheme may be some predictable naming



scheme such that the client device will be able to predict the name of the media asset

it needs to download.

[0065] In addition to providing a predictable naming scheme as a technique to address

media assets. In some embodiments, the client device may be able to address media

assets based on the timestamps and datastamps. In one embodiment, media asset

builder 16 may also generate a map of timestamps or datastamps for every media

asset to allow client devices to individually address each media asset as well as

request specific data ranges within each of the media assets. The timestamps may

designate the time interval of data stored in a media asset. In other words, the

timestamp maps a time interval of the live transmission to a media asset that contains

data for that time interval of the live transmission. In other embodiments, media asset

builder 16 may not map timestamps and instead map datastamps. In yet other

embodiments, media asset builder 16 may generate a map of timestamps and

datastamps. In such embodiments, media asset builder 16 defines a data range of the

live transmission stored in a media asset. As another example, media asset builder 16

may also provide timestamps for key frames within each media asset. As described

above, the timestamps may be stored as metadata within the media assets. In some

embodiments, the timestamp may be stored separately from the media asset.

[0066] FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating an exemplary technique of building media

assets via encapsulator 4A or 4B. For clarity and ease of description, when

encapsulator 4A and 4B perform similar functions, they will be referred to simply as

encapsulator 4 . In embodiments where encapsulator 4A and 4B perform different

functions, specific reference will be made to either encapsulator 4A or 4B.

Encapsulator 4 receives a live transmission of an event (18). Upon receiving the live

transmission, in some embodiments, encapsulator 4 may determine whether the

incoming live transmission is encoded, i.e. requires transcoding or requires no action

(20). If the live transmission data is not encoded or requires no transcoding (NO of

20) then encoder 14 within encapsulator 4B will encode the live transmission to

generate a plurality of frames such as intra-frames, bi-directional frames, and

predictive frames (22). If the live transmission is already encoded (YES of 20) or

after step (22) media asset builder 16 generates a media asset (24). The media asset

may contain a certain amount of data, i.e. a 5 mega-byte file; alternatively, the media

asset may contain data for a certain amount of time, i.e. 40 seconds of live

transmission. In some embodiments, media asset builder 16 may generate via



transcoding a plurality of media assets where each media asset contains data

corresponding to the same time interval, but the visual playback specification of each

media asset may be different. Media asset builder 16 may also assign the media asset

a predictable name, as described in an exemplary flow chart in FIG. 4 . Media asset

builder 16 may generate a map of timestamps or datastamps for the media assets

concurrently or after generating the media assets (26). The generation of a map of

timestamps or datastamps may not be necessary in every embodiment.

[0067] The media asset may be addressable in different manners. As a first example,

the media assets may be addressable based on the predictable naming scheme

described in more detail as a flow chart in FIG. 4 . As a second example, the media

assets may be addressable based on a time interval defined by the timestamps. As a

third example, the media assets may be addressable based on a data range defined by

the datastamps.

[0068] In some embodiments, after media asset builder 16 generates a media asset

and corresponding map, encapsulator 4 outputs the media asset and may output

corresponding map of timestamps or datastamps to media server 6 (28). For example,

in some embodiments, encapsulator 4A may output the media asset to media server 6

such that they are logical constructs represented as a separate file stored at media

server 6 . In some embodiments, encapsulator 4B may output the media asset to media

server 6 such that they are separately addressable constructs stored within a memory

of media server 6 . In other embodiments, media asset builder 16 may generate the

media asset and add the corresponding maps of timestamps or datastamps as metadata

on to the beginning of the media asset. In such embodiments, maps of timestamps or

datastamps are not output to media server 6 . After outputting to media server 6,

encapsulator 4 builds more media assets of the live transmission. Encapsulator 4

stops building media assets when the live transmission ends.

[0069] FIG. 4 is a flow chart of an exemplary technique of assigning a predictable

name to a media asset. Media asset builder 16 generates a media asset in accordance

with the invention, i.e. as described in FIG. 3 (30). Media asset builder 16 may then

determine whether this is the first media asset, or whether previous media assets have

been generated (32). If the current media asset is the first media asset (YES of 32),

media asset builder 16 may generate a designation of the name for the media asset

(34). Media asset builder 16 may use some unique designation in generating the first

part of the name for the media asset. For example, assuming the live event is a U2



concert event, the first part of the name may be U2_concert. Clearly, other names

may be possible to uniquely identify that it is U2 concert. In some embodiments, a

unique name may not be necessary, and a simple name like mediafile or eventfile may

be used. Media asset builder 16 may not use any of the example names, and may use

a wholly different first part of the name. After generating the designation of the

name, media builder 16 may add on an integer value, for example 1, at the end of the

designation of the name, and assign the media asset the name of the first part and the

integer value. For example, the first media asset may be named, eventfile 1.

[0070] If the current media asset is not the first media asset (NO of 32), media asset

builder 16 may increase the integer value used in naming the previous media asset

(38). Media asset builder 16 may then name the media asset as the chosen first part

(from step 34) along with the new integer value (40).

[0071] It is worth noting that the invention is not limited by the naming scheme

described above. FIG. 4 merely describes one possible naming technique. Any

naming technique may be used. For example, media asset builder 16 may use an

encoded naming scheme. Client device 10 may download a key to decode the naming

scheme from media server 6 before receiving the live transmission, and by using the

key, client device 10 may be able to figure out the naming scheme used by media

asset builder 16.

[0072] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary media server 6 . For

clarity, many of the blocks within media server 6 are omitted. Media server 6 may

comprise media asset memory 42, map memory 44, backset control module 48, client

memory 50, and network interface 46.

[0073] Media asset memory 42 stores all or some the media assets generated by

encapsulator 4 . Media asset memory 42 may be any type of device capable of storing

data. For example, media asset memory 42 may be a hard drive, random access

memory (RAM), or buffer, such as a first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer, to name a few

types of memory. Media asset memory 42 may store each media asset separately

such that each media asset may be individually retrievable and downloadable. One

example technique of retrieving and downloading each media asset may be to provide

an HTTP address for each media asset. For example, the HTTP address for the first

media asset may be http://www.example.com/mediafilel.flv.

[0074] Map memory 44 stores all or some of the maps for the corresponding media

assets. It is worth clarifying that in embodiments where media asset builder 16 adds



the map information on to the media asset as metadata, or that the maps were not

required to be generated, map memory 44 may not be needed in media server 6 .

Similar to media asset memory 42, map memory 44 may be a hard drive, random

access memory (RAM), buffer, such as a first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer, to name a

few types of memory. Media server 6 may provide the map information using HTTP

addresses. An example for the first media asset may be

http://www.example.com/mediafilel.flv from 0 seconds to 40 seconds.

[0075] Network interface 46 provides an interface for media server 6 with network 8.

Network interface 46 may be an Ethernet interface, a WiFi interface, a token ring

interface, a fiber optic interface, a Bluetooth interface, a Wireless Broadband

interface, a WiMax interface, or another type of network interface. Network interface

46 may make available for streaming download the media asset from media asset

memory 42 and map information from map memory 44, in embodiments where map

memory 44 is needed, on to network 8 using, for example, hyper-text transport

protocol (HTTP). Other streaming techniques may also be used.

[0076] In one embodiment, backset control module 48 determines a recommended

backset for each client wishing to download media assets from media server 6 . In an

alternate embodiment, backset control module 48 determines the required backset for

each client wishing to download media assets from media server 6 . Backset control

module 48 may determine the backset for each client based on a number of client

devices currently downloading the live transmission, a geographical proximity of

client devices currently downloading the live transmission, an actual throughput rate

to each one of the plurality of client devices, and a historical actual throughput rate to

each one of the plurality of client devices, to name a few possible characteristics.

Backset control module 48 may use more or fewer client device characteristics in

determining the backset. Alternatively, in some embodiments, the recommended

backset value may be fixed and stored within media server 6 . In such embodiments,

backset control module 48 may not be necessary.

[0077] Media server 6 transmits the recommended backset value to the client device.

In response, the client device may request the media asset or portion of the media

asset from media server 6 that corresponds to the backset value. In some

embodiments, the media server 6 may require that the client device download media

assets that correspond to the recommended backset. In other embodiments, as

described in more detail below, the client device may not download the media asset



corresponding to the recommended backset value and instead determine a new

backset value based on the recommended backset value. The client device may then

request to download the media asset that corresponds to the new backset value.

[0078] In one embodiment, media server 6 may keep track of the number of clients

wishing to download the live event in client memory 50. Client memory 50 may be a

hard drive, random access memory (RAM), or buffer, such as a first-in-first-out

(FIFO) buffer, to name a few types of memory. Due to the bandwidth limitations of

media server 6, the more clients attempting to download the live transmission,

generally translates into a lower possible transmission rate per client.

[0079] As one example, because a user wishing to download the live transmission

may have a lower data throughput rate, the recommend backset for that user may be

higher than for users who are already downloading the live transmission. The client

device for that particular user may download the media asset that corresponds to the

backset value, and then download subsequent media assets. Alternatively, in some

embodiments, the client device for that particular user may download a portion of the

media asset at a key frame, where the key frame corresponds to the backset value, and

then download subsequent media assets. For example, media server 6 may transmit a

recommended backset of 30 seconds. Each media asset may contain 40 seconds of

live transmission data. The client device, in response, requests the media asset that

corresponds to the backset or a portion of the media asset that corresponds to the

backset. For example, in one embodiment, media server 6 may then transmit the

media asset that corresponds to a backset of 40 seconds so that the client device

receives the beginning of the media asset. Media server 6 may then transmit

subsequent media assets. In another embodiment, media server 6 may check the

metadata or maps of timestamps or datastamps of the media assets to find a key frame

that most closely corresponds to a 30 second backset. Media server 6 may then

transmit the remaining portion (i.e. 10 seconds) of the particular media asset

following the key frame, and then transmit subsequent media assets. In such an

embodiment, the client device is truly backset 30 seconds. Additionally, as will be

described in more detail below, assigning a higher backset to a subsequent user also

provides the advantage for the subsequent user to swarm data from source devices.

[0080] In another embodiment, backset control module 48 may determine the

recommended backset for a user based on the proximate geographical location of

other users that are currently downloading the live transmission. For example, if there



are a significant number of users downloading the live transmission that are

geographically proximate to one another, backset control module 48 may recommend

a backset for the subsequent user such that the subsequent user downloads media

assets that contain data that is temporally prior to the media assets that the

geographically proximate users are downloading. The geographical location for users

may be determined based on for example, the ISP network, network address, or

network prefix that the users are using to download the live transmission and stored in

client memory 50. As one example, the recommended backset for the first user

downloading the live transmission may be low, i.e. virtually zero. For subsequent

users that are geographically proximate to the first user that attempt to download the

live transmission, the recommended backset may be greater. As will be described in

more detail below, assigning a higher backset to a subsequent user also provides the

advantage for the subsequent user to swarm data from source devices.

[0081] In another embodiment, backset control module 48 may determine the backset

for a client based on the achieved bandwidth of the media asset received at the client

device. The achieved bandwidth of the media asset received at the client device will

be referred to as the actual throughput rate. For example, if the actual throughput rate

for a plurality of users is less than ideal because there are too many users attempting

to download the live transmission, media server 6 may backset all subsequent users.

Clearly, this will not increase the actual throughput rate for the subsequent user.

However, if the subsequent user is backset greater than other users downloading the

live transmission, the subsequent user may be able to download in parallel media

assets from other users. The user's actual throughput rate is stored in client memory

50.

[0082] In another embodiment, backset control module 48 may assign the backset

based on historical throughput rates with a particular client. Media server 6 stores

historical throughput rate data of all clients that have tried to download media assets

from media server 6 in the past in client memory 50. Based on the historical

throughput rates, backset control module 48 may establish a longer delay for clients

who have historically had lower throughput rates, and shorter delays for client who

have historically had faster throughput rates.

[0083] Basing the backset on the number of users, geographical proximity of the

users, the actual throughput rate of the clients, and historical actual throughput rates

of the clients are merely exemplary. Backset control module 48 may establish the



backset based on more or fewer characteristics. In some embodiments, backset

control module 48 may use all the characteristics to determine the backset. In other

embodiments, backset control module 48 may use only some characteristics to

determine the backset.

[0084] As described above, in some embodiments, media server 6 transmits a

required backset to the client device. In these embodiments, the client device is

required to be backset by the backset value determined by backset control module 48.

In other words, the client device is backset by the value determined by backset control

module 48 without any action by the client device. In these embodiments, the client

device identifies and requests a media asset that contains encoded data for the live

event at the point in time that corresponds to the backset

[0085] As describe above, in some embodiments media server 6 transmits a

recommended backset to the client device. In some embodiments, media server 6

transmits the recommended backset as well as additional parameters to allow the

client device to calculate the backset. Additionally, in some embodiments, media

server 6 transmits a maximum and/or minimum allowable backset to constraint the

client's selection of the actual backset, as well as the recommended backset. In some

additional embodiments, media server 6 transmits the recommended backset, a

maximum and/or minimum allowable backset, as well as coefficients to allow the

client device to calculate a backset that is within the range of the minimum and

maximum allowable backset values. In some embodiments, media server 6 may

transmit one or more parameters to allow the client device to calculate the backset

value. For example, media server 6 may only transmit the recommended backset

value and coefficients.

[0086] As described above, the recommended backset may be based on a number of

client devices currently downloading the live transmission, a geographical proximity

of client devices currently downloading the live transmission, an actual throughput

rate to each one of the plurality of client devices, and a historical actual throughput

rate to each one of the plurality of client devices, to name a few conditions that media

server 6 may use to determine the recommended backset. Alternatively, the

recommended backset may be fixed for all clients. In some cases, the client device

may accept the recommended backset and identify and request a media asset that

contains encoded data for the live event at the point in time that corresponds to the

backset. In some embodiments, the client device may be permitted to disregard the



recommended backset and request the most current media asset (i.e. zero backset). In

some embodiments, the client device may be permitted to request a media asset that

corresponds to a backset that is less than the recommended backset, but greater than

the minimum allowable backset. In some embodiments, the client device may request

a media asset that contains data corresponding to a backset that is greater than the

recommended backset, but less than the maximum allowable backset. In these

embodiments where the client device is constraint by the minimum and/or maximum

backset value, media server 6 may transmit the media asset that most closely

corresponds to the requested backset, and then transmit subsequent media assets.

Alternatively, media server 6 may transmit a portion of the media asset starting with a

key frame for the media asset that most closely corresponds to the point in time of the

live transmission at the requested backset based on the maps of the timestamps or

datastamps, and then transmit subsequent media assets.

[0087] In another embodiment, media server 6 may only transmit a maximum

allowable backset to the client device. The client device may then, based on a

distribution function, as one example, calculate a backset that is between a zero

backset and the maximum allowable backset. For example, the distribution function

may define a probabilistic distribution between zero and one to be used by the client

to select the backset between a zero backset and the maximum allowable backset.

The distribution function may be provided to the clients by the media server, or the

clients may be pre-programmed with the distribution function. In this way, the media

server may generally control the distribution of clients over the permissible range of

backset.

[0088] In another embodiment, media server 6 may only transmit a minimum

allowable backset to the client device. The client device may then, based on a

distribution function, as one example, calculate a backset that is greater than the

minimum allowable backset. For example, the distribution function may define a

probabilistic distribution between a minimum value and one to be used by the client to

select the backset that is greater than the minimum allowable backset. As before, the

distribution function may be provided to the clients by the media server, or the clients

may be pre-programmed with the distribution function. This is another way that the

media server generally controls the distribution of clients over the permissible range

of backset.



[0089] In another embodiment, media server 6 may only transmit a minimum and

maximum allowable backset to the client device. As before, the client device may

then, based on a distribution function, as one example, calculate a backset that is

greater than the minimum allowable backset and less than the maximum allowable

backset. For example, the distribution function may define a probabilistic distribution

between a minimum value and one to be used by the client to select the backset that is

greater than the minimum allowable backset and less than the maximum allowable

backset. As before, the distribution function may be provided to the clients by the

media server, or the clients may be pre-programmed with the distribution function.

This is yet another way that the media server generally controls the distribution of

clients over the permissible range of backset.

[0090] The client device requests the media asset that corresponds to the determined

backset, i.e., that media asset that contains encoded video of the live event at the point

in time specified by the backset. As described above, media server 6 transmits the

media asset that most closely corresponds to the backset, or alternatively, transmits a

portion of the media asset starting with a key frame for the media asset that most

closely corresponds to the backset.

[0091] In addition, in some embodiments, media server 6 provides additional

parameters such as coefficient values to the client device. The client device, based on

the additional parameters and the distribution function, calculates a backset. The

coefficient values may be chosen by the media server such that a majority of users

downloading the live transmission will be backset by the recommended backset value,

and a minority of users downloading the live transmission will be backset less than

the recommended backset value.

[0092] The embodiments described above are merely exemplary. In different

embodiments, media server 6 may transmit one or more of the parameters described

above. For example, in one embodiment, media server 6 may transmit the minimum

and maximum allowable backset, as well as the recommended backset. In such

embodiments, the client device, based on a distribution function and recommended

backset, calculates a backset that is less than the maximum allowable backset, and

greater than the minimum allowable backset. As another example, media server 6

transmits the recommended backset as well as coefficient values to the client device.

The client device then calculates the backset value based on the recommended backset



and the coefficient values. Clearly there are other possible combinations. Such

possible combinations are contemplated.

[0093] FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating an exemplary technique of establishing

backsets for clients. Media server 6 receives a request to download a live

transmission (58). Media server 6 may then determine the number of clients currently

downloading the live transmission and store that data in client memory 50 (60).

Media server 6 may then determine the geographical proximity of clients that are

currently downloading the media asset and store that data in client memory 50 (62).

Media server 6 may then determine the actual throughput rate with the client and store

that data in client memory 50 (64). Media server 6 may also determine the historical

actual throughput rate for a user, assuming that the user had previously tried to

download from media server 6, by looking it up in client memory 50 (66). Based on

the data in client memory 50, backset control module 48 may establish the backset for

a particular client (68).

[0094] Also, as shown in FIG. 6, backset control module 48 may use fewer

characteristics in determining the backset. It should also be noted that while not

expressly shown in FIG. 6, backset control module 48 may use any combination of the

characteristics to establish the backset.

[0095] The following are some exemplary embodiments in accordance with the

invention. For clarity, the examples provided below use numerical values to aide in

understanding the invention. The numerical values are merely used for example,

different embodiments may use different numerical values.

[0096] In one embodiment, after media server 6 determines the backset for the user,

media server 6 may transmit the name and location of the media asset that

encompasses the time interval corresponding to the backset. For example, assume

that client device 10 requested to download the live transmission. Media server 6

determined that the backset for client device 10 is 7 seconds. Media server 6 may

determine which media asset contains data that is 7 seconds prior to the current time

of the live transmission. Media server 6 may then transmit the location and file name

of the media asset that contains data that is 7 seconds prior to the current time of the

live transmission. In this embodiment client device 10 will be backset more than just

7 seconds because the media asset that contains data that is 7 seconds prior may

actually start 10 seconds prior to the current location of the live transmission. For

clarity, assume that three media assets have been generated where each media asset



contains 5 seconds of data, where mediaf ϊ lel contains data from 0-5 seconds,

mediafϊ le2 contains data from 5-10 seconds, and mediafϊ le3 contains data from 10-15

seconds. A fourth media asset, mediaf ϊ le4, is currently being generated, but only 4

seconds of the file is generated when client device 10 requests to download the live

transmission. Mediafϊ le3 contains data that is 7 seconds prior to the current time of

the live transmission. Media server 6 may provide mediafϊ le3 to client device 10.

However mediafϊ le3 starts 9 seconds prior to the current time of the live transmission.

Therefore, even though media server 6 determined that client device 10 needs to be

backset by 7 seconds, client device 10 may actually be backset by 9 seconds.

[0097] In one embodiment, as another example assume the same timing and file

naming as described in the preceding paragraph. As before, media server 6 may

determine that client device 10 requires mediafϊ le3. A 7 second delay translates into 2

seconds into mediafϊ le3. In this embodiment, media server 6 may transmit the file

name and location of mediafile3, but may additionally transmit a temporal location

and byte offset within mediafile3 that corresponds to 2 seconds into mediafϊ le3. In

this embodiment, client device 10 will download mediafile3, but client device 10 may

not start to download mediaf ϊ le3 at the beginning of mediafile3. Instead, client device

10 may start to download data of mediaf ϊ le3 where the data corresponds to data that is

2 seconds into mediaf ϊ le3. Client device 10 may know the location within mediafile3

that corresponds to 2 seconds into mediafϊ le3 based on the map of timestamps or

datastamps generated by encapsulator 4 . In embodiments where the maps are added

on as metadata to the beginning of the media asset, client device 10 may determine

the location within mediaf ϊ le3 that is 2 seconds into mediafile3 based on the metadata.

In such an embodiment, client device 10 is truly backset by 7 seconds because client

device 10 is downloading data that is 7 seconds prior to the current time of the live

transmission.

[0098] In one embodiment, after media server 6 determines the backset for client

device 10, media server 6 may transmit the amount of backset to client device 10. In

techniques described in more detail below with respect to client device 10, client

device 10 may determine based on the metadata which media asset, and what location

within the media asset, to download. In other embodiments, media server 6 may

transmit the backset and the map of timestamps or datastamps to client device 10.

Client device 10 may determine, based on the backset and the maps, which media

asset, and what location within the media asset, to download.



[0099] In one embodiment, while establishing different backset for clients drastically

aides in reducing rebuffering delays, a client may still be required to rebuffer. For

example, if the network connection for client device 10 abruptly breaks, client device

10 may not receive any data for a long period of time, during which all the buffered

data is used up. After the connection is reestablished, client device 10 may have to

pause to rebuffer more data.

[0100] To avoid pausing for rebuffering in the future, in accordance with the

invention, a client that had to rebuffer will pause playback for a set amount of time

which will increase by a set percentage with each subsequent instance of rebuffering.

This pausing in playback will effectively, dynamically increase the client's actual

backset above its initially determined value by increasing the magnitude of the

difference between the most current media asset available on media server 6 and the

media asset currently being played back on client device 10. For example, assume a

client was initially backset by 5 seconds. Even with a 5 second backset, the client had

to pause to rebuffer data due to a transient network delay. Client device 10 will

artificially increase the duration of its own rebuffer by, for example, 30 seconds.

During the rebuffer period, media server 6 can produce more media assets that client

device 10 is not yet attempting to play. In this manner, when client device 10 is again

able to download from the network in a timely fashion there will exist more as of yet

unplayed media assets which the client will download and buffer to allow it to

withstand future transient network problems. However, it may be possible for the

client to have to pause again for rebuffering. If the client had to pause again for

rebuffering, rather than delaying for the pervious 30 seconds, client device 10 may opt

to delay for 30 seconds plus 10% for a total of 33 second delay. For all subsequent

delays, client device 10 may increase its self imposed delay by an additional 10%. In

some embodiments, during the rebuffer period, client device 10 displays previously

downloaded commercials. For example, when client device 10 initially requested to

download media assets from media server 6, another media server (one not shown in

the FIGS.) may transmit commercials to client device 10, for example a 30 second

commercial for a product. In another example, client device 10 may establish a

connection with media server 6 before the occurrence of the live event. In this

example, a media server (one not shown in the FIGS.) may transmit commercials to

client device 10.



[0101] The 30 second and the 10% increments are merely exemplary to clarify the

delay technique. In different embodiments, client device 10 may increase or decrease

its backset by different delay values. Also different embodiments may not use a

progressive 10% increase, and may use a higher or lower percentage increase.

Additionally, the increase in backset for subsequent rebuffering pauses may not be a

percentage, but a fixed time backset. In some embodiments, the rebuffer delay may

decrease over time as the events that caused the rebuffer delay retreat into the past.

Also, the 30 second commercial for a product is just one example, the commercial

may be longer or shorter, and the commercial does not have to be for a product.

[0102] FIGS. 7A-7C are timing diagrams illustrating exemplary backset times for

clients. FIG. 7A is a timing diagram showing transmitted data from a live

transmission. In FIG. 7A, the "NOW POINT" refers to the actual point of the live

transmission, i.e. the current moment of the live event. Marker T l designates a time

when both client 1 and client 2 decided to view the live event.

[0103] FIG. 7B is a timing diagram of the data of the live transmission downloaded

by client 1. As noted above, client 1 requested to download the live transmission at

time T l . Backset control module 48 may establish the backset for client 1 based on

the number of clients, geographical proximity of the clients to one another, actual

throughput rate, or historical actual throughput rate. Based on the characteristics,

backset control module 48 established that client 1 needs to be backset by X.

Therefore, client 1 started to view what was happening at the live event X seconds

before what was happening at the live event at time Tl, even though client 1

requested to view the live transmission at T l . When the live transmission is at the

"NOW POINT," client 1 is viewing what was happening at the live event X seconds

before the "NOW POINT."

[0104] FIG. 7C is a timing diagram of the data of the live transmission downloaded

by client 2 . As noted above, client 2 requested to download the live transmission at

time T l . Backset control module 48 may establish the delay for client 2 similar to

establishing the delay for client 1. Based on the characteristics, backset control

module 48 established that client 2 needs to be backset by Y. Therefore, client 2

started to view what was happening at the live event Y seconds before what was

happening at the live event at time Tl, even though client 2 requested to view the live

transmission at T l . When the live transmission is at the "NOW POINT," client 2 is

viewing what was happening at the live event Y seconds before the "NOW POINT."



As can be seen, client 2 was backset more than client 1. The variable backset between

client 1 and client 2 may be due to the characteristics of client 1 and client 2 .

[0105] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary client device 10. For

reference MCP 7 is shown similar to FIGS. IA and IB. Delivery information server

82 is equivalent to delivery information server 9 of FIGS. IA and IB. In the example

of FIG. 8, client device 10 includes a network interface 70, a memory 76, a processor

72, and a presentation unit 74. Network interface 70 facilitates communication

between client device 10 and network 8. Network interface 70 may be a variety of

different types of network interface. For example, network interface 70 may be an

Ethernet interface, a WiFi interface, a token ring interface, a fiber optic interface, a

Bluetooth interface, a Wireless Broadband interface, a WiMax interface, or another

type of network interface. Memory 76 may be a computer-readable medium such as a

Random Access Memory unit, a disk drive, an optical disc, a floppy disk, a Flash

memory unit, or another type of computer-readable medium. Processor 72 may be a

microprocessor that includes one or more cores, an application-specific integrated

circuit (ASIC), co-processor, or another type of integrated circuit. Processor 72 may

execute instructions stored in memory 76. When processor 72 executes instructions

stored in memory 76, the instructions may cause processor 72 to perform one or more

actions. Presentation unit 74 may be a computer monitor, a television set, an

integrated video screen, speakers, digital signage, a video projector, or another type of

unit capable of presenting media.

[0106] In the example of FIG. 8, memory 76 includes a media player 78 and a

download agent 80. Media player 78 and download agent 80 may be sets of software

instructions that, when executed cause processor 72 to perform various actions. For

ease of explanation, when this disclosure states that media player 78 performs some

action or states that download agent 80 performs some action, such phrases may be

interpreted to mean that the instructions of media player 78 cause processor 72 to

perform the action or to mean that the instructions of download agent 80 cause

processor 72 to perform the action. However, it should be appreciated that in some

implementations, media player 78 and/or download agent 80 may be implemented at

least in part as hardware, in which case media player 78 and/or download agent 80

may perform some or all of the actions without any action by processor 72.

Furthermore, it should be appreciated that in some implementations media player 78



and download agent 80 may be part of a common software package. In other words,

the functionality of download agent 80 may be incorporated into media player 78.

[0107] A client 84 of client device 10 may interact with media player 78 when client

84 wants client device 10 to present a media asset. Example commercial media

player applications include Windows Media Player™ or Silverlight™ from Microsoft

Corporation of Redmond, Washington, Quicktime™ from Apple Computer of

Cupertino, California, and Flash Video™ from Adobe Systems, Inc. of San Jose,

California. Client 84 may directly or indirectly instruct media player 78 to present a

media asset. For example, client 84 may directly instruct media player 78 to present a

media asset by inputting a Uniform Resource Locator associated with the media asset

into a prompt presented by media player 78. In a second example, client 84 may

indirectly instruct media player 78 to present a media asset by navigating a web

browser application to a web page in which the media asset is embedded. In this

second example, the web browser application may automatically instruct media player

78 to present the media asset.

[0108] When media player 78 is instructed to present a media asset, media player 78

may directly or indirectly instruct download agent 80 to retrieve the media asset. For

example, media player 78 may use inter-process communication to directly instruct

download agent 80 to retrieve the media asset. In another example, media player 78

may instruct an operating system of client device 10 to retrieve the media asset. In

this example, the operating system may instruct download agent 80 to retrieve the

media asset.

[0109] In some examples, when download agent 80 is instructed to retrieve the media

asset, download agent 80 may cause network interface 70 to output a media asset

request to a delivery information server 82 via network 8. The request may specify a

resource identifier, such as a file name, of the media asset. For example, download

agent 80 may cause network interface 70 to output a Hypertext Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) request that specifies a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the media asset,

for example, http://www.example.com/mediafilel.flv. Delivery information server 82

may be operated by MCP 7 . Alternatively, delivery information server may be

operated by a service that is independent of MCP 7 . For example, delivery

information server 82 may be operated by a third party.

[0110] Delivery information server 82 may be configured to implement a data

transfer policy established by MCP 7 . The data transfer policy may indicate a desired



overall bandwidth utilization. The desired overall bandwidth utilization is the amount

of bandwidth that MCP 7 wants to utilize at a given point in time. For example, a

data transfer policy may indicate that MCP 7 wants to maintain an overall bandwidth

utilization of 100 megabytes/second. A data transfer policy may indicate that MCP 7

wants to maintain different bandwidth utilization at different times. For example, a

data transfer policy may indicate that MCP 7 wants to utilize 100 megabytes/second

of bandwidth between the hours of 5:00AM and 9:00PM and utilize 90

megabytes/second bandwidth between the hours of 9:00PM through 4:59AM.

[0111] When delivery information server 82 receives a request from client device 10

that indicates a media asset, delivery information server 82 may, in response to the

request, select the media asset from MCP 7 to maintain an anticipated overall

bandwidth utilization of MCP 7 . The anticipated overall bandwidth utilization

represents an overall bandwidth utilization that MCP 7 anticipates to maintain while

transferring the version of the media asset and transferring media assets in response to

other requests, including those from other client devices. In this way, delivery

information server 82 may select versions of media assets provided by MCP 7 such

that the overall bandwidth utilization of MCP 7 is approximately equal to the desired

bandwidth utilization specified by a data transfer policy. As a result, MCP 7 selects

the highest playback rate versions of media assets such that the overall bandwidth

utilization when transferring the versions of the media assets is not likely to exceed

the desired overall bandwidth utilization.

[0112] After delivery information server 82 selects the version of the media asset,

delivery information server 82 may cause MCP 7 to transfer the selected version of

the media asset. Delivery information server 82 may cause MCP 7 to transfer the

selected version of the media asset in a variety of ways. For example, delivery

information server 82 may send a message to client device 10 that directly or

indirectly indicates the media asset that is encoded for the desired playback rate.

When client device 10 receives the message from delivery information server 82,

download agent 80 may cause network interface 8 to output a request to media server

6 for the media asset. For example, delivery information server 82 may send a

message to client device 10 that specifies the name of the particular media asset. In

this example, download agent 80 may send a request to media server 6 that specifies a

resource identifier of the media asset.



[0113] In an alternative implementation, when download agent 80 is instructed to

retrieve the media asset, download agent 80 may cause network interface 70 to output

a request for the media asset to media server 6 . The request may specify a resource

identifier of the media asset. When media server 6 receives the request, media server

6 may send a request to delivery information server 82 for the particular file name,

time range, or data range requested by client device 10. In response, delivery

information server 82 may select the appropriate media asset and send the requested

media asset to media server 6 . Media server 6 may then send a version of the

requested media asset. Download agent 80 may also verify that the data is properly

transferred from MCP 7 and properly received by client device 10. Download agent

80 may, for example, use whole file checksums, hashes, or partial hashes such as

Merkle Hash Trees to verify the correctness of the received content.

[0114] Delivery information server 82 is shown only for illustration purposes.

Delivery information server 82 may not be necessary in all embodiments of the

invention. For example, in yet another alternative implementation, delivery

information server 82 may not be necessary. In such examples, when download agent

80 is instructed to retrieve the media asset, download agent 80 may cause network

interface 70 to output a request for the media asset to media server 6 . The request

may specify a resource identifier of the media asset. When media server 6 receives

the request, media server 6 may select the appropriate media asset and send the

appropriate version of the requested media asset to client device 10. Download agent

80 may also verify that the data is properly transferred from media server 6 and

properly received by client device 10. Download agent 80 may, for example, use

whole file checksums, hashes, or partial hashes such as Merkle Hash Trees to verify

the correctness of the received content.

[0115] As described herein, download agent 80 is capable of transitioning between

different media assets for delivery of the requested media asset provided by media

server 6 . For example, download agent 80 is capable of downloading and playing

back a media asset associated with a time interval or range of data and dynamically

switching to another media asset at the conclusion of the first media asset. Download

agent 80 forecasts and initiates the switch to a different media asset such that seamless

transition occurs from the current media asset to a new media asset at the same time-

based playback point within both representations. As a result, the transition is



seamless to the end-client 84 without introducing delay or jitter and without requiring

a pause to rebuffer the data.

[0116] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary download agent 80

connected to a media server 6 . For clarity, the other components on client device 10

have been omitted to show the relationship between download agent 80 and media

server 6 . In the example embodiment, download agent 80 includes playback

controller 86, stream agent 88, source manager 92, and temporal metadata 96. For

purpose of example, media player 78 is shown as external to download agent 80,

however, as described above, download agent 80 may encapsulate media player 78.

[0117] As shown in FIG. 9, download agent 80 provides content to media player 78

via a single TCP connection 98 internal to client device 10. Download agent 80 may,

for example, open and maintain a single socket connection for communication of

downloaded media content to media player via TCP connection 98. In this example,

TCP connection 98 may be a standard transmission control protocol (TCP) connection

used in Open Systems Interconnection Basic Reference Model (OSI). TCP

connection 98 remains constant between media player 78 and download agent 80

regardless of the time interval of a particular media asset that are being downloaded

by download agent 80; download agent 80 seamlessly splices the different media

assets onto TCP connection 98 so that media player 78 is unaware of any switches

between media assets selected by download agent 80. In some examples, download

agent 80 provides the media assets to media player 78 at the same rate as the playback

rate of the media assets. Download agent 80 meters the playback rate of the media

asset to provide the media assets to media player 78 at the same rate as the playback

rate of the media assets. In this manner, download agent 80 uniformly provides data

to media player 78 rather than in bursts of data.

[0118] Media server 6 may include a plurality of media assets 102A,A-102N,C

(herein referred to as "media assets 102") that generally represent exemplary media

assets. As shown in FIG. 9, each one of media assets 102 is designated by two letters,

for example 102A,A. For clarity, the first letter represents a media asset for a

particular time interval. For example, media assets 102A,A-102N,A may contain data

of a live transmission that correspond to a particular time interval. Media asset

102A,A contains data of live transmission from 0 minutes to 40 seconds, media asset

102B,A contains data of live transmission from 40 seconds to 80 seconds, and so on.

For clarity, the second letter represents a media asset with a particular visual playback



specification. For example, media asset 102A,A and media asset 102A,B contain

similar content (e.g., the same movie), but the playback rates for media asset 102A,A

and media asset 102A,B is different. In this example, media asset 102A,A has a

playback rate of 100 kilo-bits per second, and media asset 102A,B has a playback rate

of 50 kilo-bits per second. In another embodiment, media assets 102A,A-102A,C

through 102N,A-102N,C may each contain similar content (e.g., the same movie), but

at different encoding quality. In other embodiments, media assets 102A,A-102A,C

through 102N,A-102N,C may contain both data of a live transmission that correspond

to a particular time interval, and similar content but at different encoding quality.

[0119] Media assets 102A,A-102N,A can be considered to be a first set of media

assets 102. In this first set of media assets 102, each one of the media assets 102

contains data of a live transmission that correspond to a particular time interval. Also

in this first set of media assets 102, each one of media assets 102 has the same

playback rate. Media assets 102A,B-102N,B can be considered to be a second set of

media assets 102. In this second set of media assets 102, each one of the media assets

102 contains substantially similar content as the media assets 102 of the first set. In

the second set of media assets 102, each one of media assets 102 has the same

playback rate, but the playback rate for the second set of media assets 102 is different

from the playback rate of the first set of media assets 102. Similarly, media assets

102A,C-102N,C can be considered to be a third set of media assets 102. In this third

set of media assets 102, each one of the media assets 102 contains substantially

similar content as the media assets 102 of the first and second set. In the third set of

media assets 102, each one of media assets 102 has the same playback rate, but the

playback rate for the third set of media assets 102 is different from the playback rate

of the first and second sets of media assets 102.

[0120] The number of media assets shown in FIG. 9 is one example. There may be

more or fewer media assets. As shown in FIG. 9, download agent 80 may initiate and

establish a plurality of different TCP connections 100A-100N (herein referred to as

"TCP connections 100") through network 8 for downloading one or more of media

assets 102 from media server 6 .

[0121] In general, source manager 92 handles connection management for access and

retrieval of data from media assets 102 within media server 6 . In one embodiment,

source manager 92 sequentially access and retrieves data from media assets 102.

Source manager 92 handles all specific implementation details necessary for acquiring



the media data and providing the data to stream agent 88. In this example, source

manager implements a plurality of TCP network stacks and may concurrently handle

multiple TCP connections 100 to media server 6 . Source manager 92 de-multiplexes

the input data streams from media assets 102 as directed by stream agent 88.

[0122] As a review of the contents of media assets 102 as described above, in the

context of video, each of media assets 102 typically contains a plurality of video

frames encoded in accordance with a video compression scheme. One type of frame

is referred to as a key frame or intra picture that can be decoded without reference to

other frames and may, for example, provide an entire encoded picture. The term "key

frame" is used herein to generally refer to this type of frame within an encoded media

stream. Between each key frame are predicted pictures or bi-predicted pictures that

generally contain image data and motion vector displacements that are relative to the

previous key frame in the media asset. Download agent 80 coordinates and initiates

dynamic transition such that the cut-over from one media asset of a set of media

assets 102 to a media asset of another set of media assets 102 occurs at a video frame

that is not dependent on other video frames within the stream, i.e., a key frame.

[0123] In general, stream agent 88 is responsible for serializing disparate streams of

media assets 102 into a valid output stream for delivery to media player 78 via TCP

connection 98 while additionally performing any required transformations to the

stream data in the form of transitions between media assets 102. In one embodiment,

media server 6 transmits a required backset. In such embodiment, backset calculator

9 1 accepts the backset value, and performs no additional processing. Source manager

92 may identify and request a media asset that contains encoded data for the live

event at the point in time that corresponds to the backset.

[0124] In one embodiment, media server 6 transmits a recommended backset to client

device 10. In one embodiment the recommended backset is a maximum allowable

backset. Alternatively, in one embodiment the recommended backset is a minimum

allowable backset. The recommended backset may be based on the number of clients

currently downloading the live transmission, the number of clients currently

downloading the live transmission that are geographically proximate to one another,

the actual throughput rate, or the historical throughput rate to name a few conditions

that media server 6 may use to determine the recommended backset. In one

embodiment, backset calculator 9 1 may accept the recommended backset. Source



manager 92 may identify and request a media asset that contains encoded data for the

live event at the point in time that corresponds to the backset.

[0125] In some embodiments, backset calculator 9 1 may disregard the recommended

backset, and source manager 92 may request the most current media asset (i.e. zero

backset). In some embodiments, backset calculator 9 1 may calculate a backset that is

less than the recommended backset. Source manager 92 may request a media asset

that corresponds to a backset that is less than the recommended backset.

Alternatively, backset calculator 9 1 may calculate a backset that is greater than the

recommended backset. Source manager 92 may request a media asset that

corresponds to a backset that is greater than the recommended backset, but less than

the maximum allowable backset. In these embodiments, stream agent 88 may

download the media asset that most closely corresponds to the requested backset, and

then download subsequent media assets. Alternatively, stream agent 88 may

download a portion of the media asset starting with a key frame for the media asset

that most closely corresponds to the point in time of the live transmission at the

requested backset based on maps of the timestamps or datastamps. In one

embodiment, the maps of the timestamps or datastamps are stored as metadata within

the media asset. In another embodiment, source manager 92 may receive the maps of

timestamps or datastamps from media server 6 . The technique of correlating the maps

of timestamps or datastamps is described in more detail below.

[0126] In another embodiment, media server 6 may only transmit a maximum

allowable backset to client device 10. Backset calculator 9 1 may then, based on a

distribution function as one example, calculate a backset that is between a zero

backset and the maximum allowable backset. For example, the distribution function

may define a probabilistic distribution between zero and one to be used by the client

to select the backset between a zero backset and the maximum allowable backset.

The distribution function may be provided to client device 10 by the media server, or

client device 10 may be pre-programmed with the distribution function. In this way,

the media server may generally control the distribution of clients over the permissible

range of backset.

[0127] Source manager 92 may then request the media asset that corresponds to the

determined backset, i.e., that media asset that contains encoded video of the live event

at the point in time specified by the backset. Stream agent 88 may download the

media asset that most closely corresponds to the backset, or alternatively, stream agent



88 may download a portion of the media asset starting with a key frame for the media

asset that most closely corresponds to the backset.

[0128] In addition, in some embodiments, media server 6 may also provide additional

parameters such as coefficient values to client device 10. Parameter calculator 9 1

may then, based on the additional parameters and the distribution function, calculate a

backset. The coefficient values may be chosen by the media server such that a

majority of users downloading the live transmission will be backset by the

recommended backset value, and a minority of users downloading the live

transmission will be backset less than the recommended backset value.

[0129] In another embodiment after backset calculator 9 1 calculates the backset,

upon an initial request by client 84 to download a particular media asset. In one

example embodiment, stream agent 88 may access the media assets 102 for one of the

sets of media assets 102. For example, stream agent 88 access the first set of media

assets 102A,A-102N,A. Stream agent 88 downloads metadata contained within a first

segment of each of the media assets for the first set of media assets. For example, the

metadata within each of media assets 88 may indicate that video frames in the media

object are encoded in accordance with the H.264 format. Furthermore, the metadata

may include the number of bits in the media asset and the duration of the media asset.

Stream agent 88 can then calculate the playback rate of the media asset by dividing

the total number of bits by the duration of the media asset.. In addition, the metadata

may indicate other data such as copyright information, whether the media is to be

presented in black and white, information that identifies an artist associated with the

media object, and other information. The metadata may also include the file name of

the media asset. In addition, in some embodiments, the metadata contained within

each of media assets 102 includes maps of timestamps and/or datastamps. In one

embodiment upon an initial request by client 84 to download a particular media asset,

stream agent 88 accesses the maps of timestamps or datastamps of the first set of

media assets 102A,A-102N,A to determine at which point within the media asset that

download agent 80 needs to start downloading from.

[0130] After determining which point within the media asset that download agent 80

needs to start downloading from, in some embodiments, based on the downloaded

metadata, temporal metadata 96 correlates the map of timestamps for key frames for

the different sets of media assets 102 to byte offsets in the various media asset

formats. For example, if stream agent 88 determined that download agent 80 needs to



start downloading from 102B,A, temporal metadata 96 correlates the map of

timestamps for key frame for media asset 102B,B and 102B,C. Similarly, temporal

metadata 96 correlates the map of timestamps for key frames for media assets

102C,A, 102C,B, and 102C,C, and so on. Temporal metadata 96 correlates the map

of timestamps for the different key frames in each one of the sets of media assets 102.

[0131] In one example, temporal metadata 96 may be arranged as an array or other

data structure that identifies sets of key frames that identify the temporal order of the

media assets. Temporal metadata 96 then correlates the key frames of each of the sets

to appropriate byte offsets within media assets 102. In this way, the byte offsets

within media assets for temporally proximate key frames are correlated and stored

within temporal metadata 96. In some embodiments, metadata 96 is not necessary.

[0132] In some embodiments, temporal metadata 96 may not be part of download

agent 80. Instead temporal metadata 96 may reside on either media server 6 or

delivery information server 82. In these embodiments, temporal metadata 96 may be

considered to be map memory 44 (FIG. 5). In these embodiments, download agent 80

may receive a list of the map information for each one of media assets 102 from

media server 6 or delivery information server 82. The key frame for each one of

media assets 102 may already be temporally proximate to one another. Additionally,

media server 6 or delivery information server 82 may correlate the byte offsets within

media assets 102 for temporally proximate key frames for media assets 102 that

define the time when download agent 80 needs to switch from one of media assets

102 to the temporally next one of media assets 102.

[0133] Stream agent 88 interacts with source manager 92 to request data from specific

portions of media assets 102 and blends data from the disparate streams of media

assets 102 into a valid output stream 104 while performing any required

transformations to the stream data. For example, source manager 88 may request

particular segments of media assets 102 and extract the application-layer media data

from each media asset for placement into a respective "container." Stream agent 88

may then interact with the appropriate software container of source manager 92 to

retrieve the appropriate media data. Stream agent 88 may be preprogrammed to

perform actions on specific media asset formats such as Flash Format (FLV) used by

Adobe Flash Player, provided by Adobe Systems, Inc., Advanced System Format

(ASF) used by Windows Media Player or Silverlight, provided by Microsoft Inc., or

other media asset formats. Stream agent 88 may also ensure that download from each



media asset 102 is forecasted based on conditions and that the resultant data stream

are stitched together at temporally correlated key frames. In this manner, client 84

viewing media player 78 may be oblivious to the automated functions of download

agent 80.

[0134] In some embodiments, download agent 80 may receive the media asset name

and location. In these embodiments, stream agent 88 may cause source manager 92 to

directly download the media asset. Also, in these embodiments, stream agent 88 may

not check to see the metadata to determine where to download from, since media

server 6 provided the desired file name and location.

[0135] In some embodiments, download agent 80 may receive the media asset name

and location, as well as, the temporal location of the media asset where download

agent 80 needs to start downloading from. In these embodiments, temporal metadata

96 may correlate the temporal location within the media asset to the point from where

download agent 80 needs to download. Stream agent 88 may cause source manager

92 to download from the location determined by temporal metadata 96. In these

embodiments, stream agent 88 may not check to see the metadata to determine where

to download from, since media player 6 provided the desired file name and location,

as well as, the temporal point to start downloading from.

[0136] In embodiments where media assets 102 contain similar content but with

different visual quality requiring different playback rates, playback controller 86

provides high-level control logic to determine the what actions should take place

based on various conditions, including environmental, buffered data in view of

tolerances, actual bandwidth, utilization of computing resources of client device 10,

bandwidth pricing, and the like. During this process, playback controller 86 may

monitor playback status such as current playback timestamp or current playback

frame rate of media player 78. Based on these inputs, playback controller 86 provides

playback rate guidance to request stream agent 88 to select a media asset 102 that

requires a higher or lower playback bit rate. For example, media player 78 may be

displaying media asset 102A,D, playback controller 86 may determine that a media

asset with a lower playback rate is necessary. Playback controller 86 may guide

stream agent 88 to dynamically switch to media asset 102B,D.

[0137] In some embodiments, media assets 102 have been described as media assets

with similar content but with different playback rates, and have been described as

media assets with different data for certain time intervals or data ranges. These



features of media assets 102 are merely exemplary. In some embodiments, in the

context of video, media assets 102 may contain similar content and similar playback

rates, however each one of media assets 102 may be optimized for a certain display

resolution. In these embodiments download agent 80 may determine the display

resolution from media player 78. The display resolution may be set based on factors

such as the display resolution capabilities of the client device. The playback status

may include the display resolution. If the playback status of media player 78 is not

ideal, download agent 80 may dynamically select a higher resolution or lower

resolution media asset from media assets 102 in techniques similar to the ones

described above. In embodiments where the client device can only display a certain

maximum resolution, download agent 80 may only select media assets 102 that are

optimized for the maximum client device resolution or media assets 102 that have

lower resolution than the maximum client device resolution, even if the playback

status indicates that one of media assets 102 with higher resolution than the maximum

client device resolution can be played.

[0138] In some embodiments, the media assets may have similar content and similar

playback rates, however, the encoding scheme of media assets 102 may be different.

In these embodiments, media server 6 includes additional sets of media assets that

contain similar content and similar playback rates, but with different encoding

schemes. For example, media server 6 stores media assets 102A,A,A-102N,N,N,

where the first letter signifies the time interval of the live transmission, the second

letter signifies the particular playback rate, and the third letter signifies the encoding

scheme. Media assets 102 may be encoded with different encoding schemes. Each

encoding scheme may require different amounts of computing resources on the client

device. An encoding scheme that requires more computing resources than others may

yield a higher quality media experience. Similarly, an encoding scheme that requires

less computing resources than others may yield a lower quality media experience.

Download agent 80 may dynamically select a different one of media assets 102 based

on the computing resources of the client device. For example, in some embodiments

the client device may have poor computing resources for a certain amount of time due

to computing resources taken up by other programs running on the client device.

Playback status may indicate duration of time when the computing resources are poor.

In that time frame, download agent 80 may select one of media assets 102 that

requires lower computing resources, and then dynamically select one of media assets



102 that requires more computing resources when computing resources on the client

device are freed up. For example, one of media assets 102 may be encoded with the

VP6 scheme. The VP6 scheme generally requires less computing resources, but the

data quality may be poor. Another one of media assets 102 may be encoded with the

H.264 scheme. The H.264 scheme generally requires more computing resources, but

the data quality may be higher. One of media assets 102 encoded with the VP6

scheme may be played back at the same playback rate as one of media assets 102

encoded with the H.264 scheme. Download agent 80 may dynamically select

between the media asset encoded with the VP6 scheme and the media asset encoded

with the H.264 scheme based on the computing resources of the client device. The

VP6 and H.264 schemes are merely exemplary; other encoding schemes may also be

used. Download agent 80 may select between different media assets 102 with

different encoding schemes in techniques similar to the ones described above.

[0139] In some embodiments, all media assets 102 may contain similar media

content. However, some media assets 102 may have different playback rates, some

media assets 102 may be optimized for a certain resolution, and some media assets

102 may be encoded differently. In this embodiment, download agent 80 may

dynamically select between media assets 102 by taking into account the playback rate,

resolution, and encoding scheme to select the optimal file from media assets 102 in

techniques similar techniques to the ones described above. In these embodiments,

media server 6 stores media assets 102 from media asset 102A,A,A,A- 102N,N,N,N.

Each letter signifies a different attribute of the media assets 102.

[0140] In one example implementation, playback controller 86 may include a bit rate

selection module (BRSM) 90 that maintains a data delivery policy storage module

(DDPS) 94. Although illustrated as located within client device 10, BRSM 90 and

DDPS 94 may be located remote from the client device, such as within media server 6

or delivery information server 20. BRSM 90 aids playback controller 86 in the

selection of the version of the media asset from the available versions of the media

asset, i.e., the different media assets 102 in the example of FIG. 9 . Data delivery

policy storage 94 may store a wide variety of data delivery policies that serve a wide

variety of business purposes.

[0141] In one example, a network service provider may charge higher rates for

bandwidth utilization during certain peak hours of day when overall network

bandwidth utilization is higher. Bandwidth utilization refers to the amount of bits



transferred per second. Bandwidth utilization should not be confused with transfer

rates. A transfer rate describes the speed at which data is transferred. Bandwidth

utilization describes the amount of bits that are transferred. For instance, overall

network bandwidth utilization may be highest between 4:00 PM and 7:00 PM. In this

example, delivery information server 82 may store a data delivery policy that

indicates that media server 6 wishes a lower desired overall bandwidth utilization

during the peak hours and that indicates a relatively higher desired bandwidth

utilization during off-peak hours. BRSM 90 may select versions of media assets

having lower playback rates during peak hours and may select versions of media

assets having higher playback rates during off-peak hours.

[0142] FIG. 1OA is a flow chart illustrating an example operation of client device 10

in embodiments where the client device is receiving media assets in a consecutive

time intervals of the live transmission. Client device 10 transmits a request to media

server 6 or delivery information server 82 for a media asset that corresponds to the

now point of the live transmission (104). In some embodiments, media server 6

determines the required backset, as described above (106). Alternatively, in some

embodiments, media server 6 determines the recommended backset, as described

above, for the particular client and transmits to client device 10 the recommended

backset (106). In some embodiments, backset calculator 9 1 may accept the

recommended backset, or alternatively, calculate a new backset. Media server 6 or

delivery information server 9 may provide client 10 with a list of URLs for the media

assets. Client device 10 via stream agent 88 checks the metadata of the media assets

or the map information for the media assets to determine which media asset needs to

be downloaded based on the calculated backset (108). Download agent correlates the

timestamps for key frames for the different sets of media files 102 to byte offsets in

the various media file formats and stores the results within temporal metadata 96. For

example, temporal metadata 96 correlates the timestamps for key frames for media

assets 102A,A-102A,N, 102B,A-102B,N, and so on until it reaches the most current

media assets. In some embodiments, client device 10 may also check the name of the

media asset to determine which media asset to download. As described above, the

media asset name may be some predictable naming scheme that describes the

temporal order of the media assets. Download agent 80 may request for a particular

media asset based on its name. Alternatively, download agent 80 may request for a

particular media asset for a time interval by specifying, for example,



GET /media/video_clipl.flv HTTP/1.0

Range: time interval=0-5 minutes

[0143] It is worth noting, that client 84 is oblivious to the fact that he or she has been

backset a certain amount. Client 84 may believe that he or she is viewing the now

point of the live transmission, but in fact he or she is actually viewing what happened

a few seconds prior to the now point. Additionally, media player 78 is also oblivious

to the fact that client 84 has been backset.

[0144] After determining the correct one of media assets 102 to download, source

manager 92 may begin downloading the particular media asset ( 110). After

downloading the particular media asset, client 10 may present the media content of

the media asset via media player 78 ( 112). Client 10 may then determine which file

to download next. As above, client 10 may determine which file to download next

based on the metadata, map information, or media asset name. As described above,

download agent 80 may request for a particular media asset for a time interval by

specifying, for example,

GET /media/video_clip2 .flv HTTP/1.0

Range: time interval=5-10 minutes

[0145] As described above, in some embodiments client device 10 may disregard the

backset transmitted by media server 6 and instead may calculate a new backset based

on the recommended backset transmitted by media server 6. In some embodiments,

client device 10 may receive coefficients from media server 6 to aide in calculating

the new backset. In such embodiments, after calculating a new backset based on a

distribution function and coefficients, client device 10 may request for media assets

that corresponds to the particular backset in techniques similar to those described

above.

[0146] FIG. 1OB is a flow chart illustrating an example operation of client device 10

in embodiments where client device 10 is switching between media assets with

similar data content but different versions. Initially, media player 78 receives a

request from client 84 to present a media asset (114). When media player 78 receives

the request to present the media asset, download agent 80 outputs a request to delivery

information server 82 for information related to different playback rate

representations of the media asset (116). Subsequently, client device 10 may receive a

message from delivery information server 82 that identifies the various media assets

102 for each set of media assets 102 that represent the different playback rate



representations (118). For example, delivery information 82 identifies media assets

102C,A, 102C,B, and 102C,C. Download agent 80 may receive a message (e.g., in

the form of a web page) from delivery information server 82 that includes a set of

URLs to the different a playback rate representation of the media asset, i.e., media

files 102CA, 102C.B, and 102C,C.

[0147] Next, download agent 80 accesses all of the respective media files 102 having

different playback rates, e.g. 102C,A, 102C,B, and 102C,C, representations of the

media asset and downloads metadata contained within a first segment of each of the

media files (120). For example, the download agent 80 retrieves the first segment of

data from each of the media assets 102 and extracts the metadata, including the key

frame list that indicates byte indexes, e.g., datastamps, and timestamps associated

with key frames for the respective media file. Download agent correlates the

timestamps for key frames for the different media files 102, e.g. 102C,A, 102C,B, and

102C,C, to byte offsets in the various media file formats and stores the results within

temporal metadata 96.

[0148] As one example, in an exemplary implementation in which client device 10

uses HTTP to request and receive data of the media object, client device 4 may, for

example, output a set of initial HTTP requests that each includes, in a header of the

HTTP request, a resource identifier associated with all data in the media object and a

range element that specifies the first segment containing the metadata. In this

example, the range element may specify the first range by specifying a byte index of a

first byte and a byte index the last byte of the range. For instance, each of the initial

HTTP requests may specify the resource identifier "/media/video_clip . f Iv" and

the range element may specify the first range by specifying that the first range starts at

byte 0 of the media object and ends at byte 100 of the media object. In this instance,

an example initial HTTP request may appear in part as:

GET /media/video_clip.flv HTTP/1.0

Range: bytes=0-100

[0149] Next, download agent 80 selects one of the playback rate representations (i.e.,

one of media files 102, e.g. 102D,A) based on various conditions and/or user input,

and outputs a request to receive additional data from the media asset corresponding to

the selected playback rate (122). For example, download agent 80 may generate an

HTTP request that specifies the resource identifier associated with the selected media

file 102 and specifies a second range of data within the media object. For example,



client device 10 may output a second HTTP request that includes, in a header of the

second HTTP request, the resource identifier associated with all data in the media

object and a range element that specifies the second range. In this example, the range

element may specify a second range by specifying a byte index of a first byte of the

second range and a byte index of the last byte of the second range. For instance, the

second HTTP request may specify the resource identifier "/media/video_clip . f Iv"

and the range element may specify the second range by specifying that the second

range starts at byte 200 of the media object and ends at byte 1000 of the media file. In

this instance, the second HTTP request may appear as:

GET /media/video_clip.flv HTTP/1.0

Range: bytes=200-1000

[0150] After download agent 80 generates the request for the version of the media

asset that has the indicated playback rate, download agent 80 output the request to

media server 6 via network 8 (122). Subsequently, network interface 70 receives data

via network 8 for the media file 102 that has the appropriate playback rate

representation (124).

[0151] As network interface 70 receives data in the version of the media asset, source

manager 92 makes the data available to stream agent 88, which retrieves the encoded

media data and provides it so media player 78 via TCP connection 98 (126). Media

player 78 decodes the media data of the media asset and presents the media to client

84 (128).

[0152] During this process, playback controller 86 monitors playback status including

the current playback timestamp of the media and/or the current playback frame rate of

media player 78. In addition, playback controller 86 monitors various conditions,

including an amount of buffered data that has been downloaded and yet to be

consumed by media player 78 in view of defined tolerances, an actual bandwidth

achieved by the download, a utilization of computing resources of client device 10,

bandwidth utilization pricing for the current download, and the like. Based on these

inputs, playback controller 86 invokes BRSM to determine whether a dynamic

transition to a different playback rate representation is in order. If so, playback

controller 86 outputs a playback rate guidance message to request stream agent 88 to

select a higher or lower playback rate media asset 102 (130).

[0153] FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating an example operation of download agent 80

switching between media assets 102 from media server 6 . Stream agent 88 controls



the flow of media data to media player 78 such that data is generally delivered as

needed by the media player without substantial data buffering by the media player. In

other words, source manager 92 provides internal data buffering and stream agent 88

extracts and provides the data to media player 78 at a rate generally equal to the

playback rate at which the media is to be consumed and presented to the user.

Temporal metadata 96 may determine the temporal end or data range end of the

current media asset being displayed by media player 78 (132). As described above,

temporal metadata 96 may use the metadata of the current media asset being played to

determine the end of the current media asset. Stream agent 88 may determine which

media needs to be downloaded after the current media asset (134). For example, in

one embodiment, stream agent 88 determines which media needs to be downloaded

after the current media asset based on the predicted naming scheme described above.

In another example embodiment, stream agent 88 analyzes the key frame list of the

metadata to look forward with respect to the playback time and identifies an

upcoming key frame. Stream agent 88 may check the map information downloaded

by source manager 92 to determine which media asset needs to be downloaded next.

Stream agent 88 may also check the media asset names, to determine which media

asset needs to be downloaded next. Temporal metadata 96 may be used to correlate

any byte offsets between the current media asset and the next media asset that is to be

played (136). For example, if the current media asset is 102A,D, and the next media

asset to be played is 102C,D, temporal metadata 96 correlates any byte offsets

between 102A,D and 102C,D. Stream agent then determines a byte offset for the key

frame for the media file for the newly selected media asset and outputs a request to

direct source manager 92 to retrieve the media asset that includes the identified key

frame. Stream agent 88 may then download the next media asset (138). The

downloaded media asset may be stored in the buffer for download agent 10 (140). In

one example, playback controller 86 monitors the amount of buffered data, i.e., any

media file frames temporarily stored before being presented to media player 78 for

display. Stream agent 88 then continues to deliver the buffered media data (i.e., data

for the current playback rate representation) to media player until the identified,

upcoming key frame is reached. At this point, stream agent retrieves and extracts

media data from source manager 92 for the media asset, and seamlessly delivers the

media data to the media player 78 by TCP connection 98. In this way, download

agent 80 seamlessly splices the different playback rates of the media asset onto TCP



connection 98 so that media player 78 is unaware of any dynamic playback rate

switches selected by download agent 80.

[0154] After successfully splicing the media data from the newly selected media asset

on the TCP connection, stream agent 88 may direct source manager to close the

previous TCP connection used to retrieve media data from the media asset that has

just been downloaded.

[0155] FIG. 12 is a flow chart illustrating an example operation of download agent 80

when dynamically transitioning between different media assets in embodiments where

media assets 102 contain similar content but have different playback rates. Stream

agent 88 controls the flow of media data to media player 78 such that data is generally

delivered as need by the media player without substantial data buffering by the media

player. In other words, source manager 92 provides internal data buffering and stream

agent 88 extracts and provides the data to media player 78 at a rate generally equal to

the playback rate at which the media is to be consumed and presented to the user.

During this process, playback controller 86 closely monitors the playback status of

media player 78, especially in embodiments where media assets 102 contain the same

content, but different visual playback specifications (142). The playback status

includes the current playback timestamp or current playback frame rate so as to reflect

a current position of the media player 78 with respect to playback of the current media

asset. In addition, playback controller 86 monitors an amount of data that has been

downloaded and buffered and yet to be consumed by media player 78 in view of

defined tolerances, an actual bandwidth achieved by the download, a utilization of

computing resources of client device 10, bandwidth utilization pricing for the current

download, and the like.

[0156] Based on these inputs, playback controller 86 provides playback rate guidance

to request stream agent 88 to select a higher or lower playback rate media file 102,

e.g. 102A,Aor 102A,B, as necessary (144). In one example, playback controller 86

monitors the amount of buffered data, i.e., any media file frames temporarily stored

before being presented to media player 78 for display. The buffer size may be

measured as a unit of time or as a unit of bits.

[0157] As another example, if the amount of buffered data consistently exceeds a

desired threshold amount, playback controller 86 may determine that the actual

throughput rate exceeds the playback rate and may cause stream agent 88 to select a



different media file that having a higher-quality playback rate representation of the

media.

[0158] In any event, in response to an instruction to dynamically transition to a new

playback rate, stream agent 88 accesses temporal metadata 96 and identifies a

temporal location for an upcoming key frame of the current playback rate

representation that has not yet been delivered to media player 78 (146). For example,

stream agent 88 analyzes the key frame list of the metadata to look forward with

respect to the playback time and identifies an upcoming key frame.

[0159] Stream agent 88 then analyzes the temporal metadata 96 to identify a

corresponding key frame in the other media file 102 for the playback rate to which

download agent is transitioning (i.e., a key frame of the targeted media file that has

the same timestamp as the identified upcoming key frame in the current playback rate

representation) (148). Stream agent 88 then determines a byte offset for the key frame

for the media file for the newly selected playback rate and outputs a request to direct

source manager 92 to retrieve a data segment that includes the identified key frame.

(150)

[0160] Stream agent 88 then continues to deliver the buffered media data (i.e., data

for the current playback rate representation) to media player until the identified,

upcoming key frame is reached. At this point, stream agent retrieves and extracts

media data from source manager 92 for the new playback rate, and seamlessly

delivers the media data to the media player 78 by the same TCP connection 98 (152).

In this way, download agent 80 seamlessly splices the different playback rates of the

media asset onto TCP connection 98 so that media player 78 is unaware of any

dynamic playback rate switches selected by download agent 80.

[0161] In another embodiment, download agent 80 may select a different one of

media files 102 at a timestamp of a difference frame in the file currently being played.

A difference frame may be a frame that is encoded with the aid of one or more

frames. Some examples of difference frames are predictive frames or bi-directional

frames. The timestamp of the difference frame in the file currently being played may

be temporally proximate to a timestamp of a key frame in the selected media file. The

key frame in the selected media file may not be the first frame of the selected media

file. In this embodiment, download agent 80 may receive a list of timestamps for

certain difference frames from delivery information server 82 or media server 6 .

Download agent 80 may also generate a list of timestamps for difference frames in



similar techniques as the ones described above. Download agent 80 may dynamically

select between different media files 102 at difference frames in techniques similar to

the ones described above.

[0162] FIG. 13 is another block diagram illustrating an exemplary system 160 for

downloading a live transmission. System 160 may be substantially similar to system

2 (FIG. 1). However, system 160 includes source device 158A-158N (herein referred

to as source devices 158) that generally represent peer devices in the form of client

devices that have already downloaded media assets for the live event or intermediate

servers that are seeded with the media assets as they are formed by encapsulator 4B.

[0163] In the example embodiment of FIG. 13, client device 10 may be able to

download media assets from media server 6, source devices 158, or media server 6

and source devices 158 in parallel. The ability to download from media server 6 and

source devices 158 is referred to as swarming.

[0164] In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 13, when client device 10 requests for a

media asset via delivery information server 82, media server 6 and client device 10

may perform similar functions as those described above. In addition, however,

delivery information server 82 may direct the requesting client 10 to request one or

more media assets (or specific byte ranges within the media assets) from peer source

devices 158 based on the particular backset allocated to the requesting client device.

Accordingly, client device 10 may be able to download media assets not only from

media server 6, but from source devices 158 as well, and such transfer may incur in

parallel so as to reconstitute media assets on client 10 for presentment to the user as a

live video event. For example, client device 10 may wish to download mediafilelO

from media server 6 . However, source device 158A already downloaded mediafilelO.

[0165] According to the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 13, source manager 92 may

receive the location such as a URL for a media asset from delivery information server

82. In addition, source manager 92 may also receive the location for successive

media assets that have already been downloaded by at least one of source devices 158.

Playback controller 86 may check the amount of data in the buffer. Playback

controller 86 may transmit the buffer status to stream agent 88. If the buffer data is

low, stream agent 88 may cause source manager 92 to download media asset from

media server 6, and in parallel to download successive media assets, i.e. media assets

that are temporally after the current media asset. Stream agent 88 may then store the

successive media assets in the buffer. In this manner, the buffer within client device



10 is build with additional media assets while client device 10 is downloading the

current media asset. In this manner, the buffer of client device 10 will never get too

low since there will always be data being downloaded in parallel. Since the buffer

will always have plenty of media asset data stored, the chance that client 84 may have

to pause for rebuffering drops dramatically.

[0166] Additionally, swarming provides failure protection against transmission

failures from media server 6 . If there is a transmission failure from media server 6,

client device 10 can download media assets from source devices 158 while the

transmission failure from media server 6 is resolved. Client device 10 can download

media assets from source devices 158 based on the map of timestamps, the map of

datastamps, and/or the predictable naming scheme. For example, in a possible

situation, media server 6 malfunctions and is not capable of providing media assets to

client device 10. In such situations, client device 10 can download media assets from

source devices 158 while the malfunction of media server 6 is resolved. As a further

example, assume client device 10 just finished downloading mediafilel5 when media

server 6 malfunctioned. In one embodiment, based on the predictable naming scheme

client device 10 knows that the next media asset it needs to download is mediafϊ lel β.

Client device 10 may download mediafϊ lel β from source device 158A, assuming

source device 158A had previously downloaded mediafϊ lel β. In this example, client

device 10 is backset further than source device 158A.

[0167] Additionally, in some embodiments, media asset builder 16 (FIG. 2) may

generate media assets of different sizes. For example, media asset builder 16 may

generate smaller sized media assets, e.g. 5 mega-byte files, at the beginning of the live

event, and larger sized media assets, e.g. 30 mega-byte files, near the end of the live

event. Generating different sized media assets may provide advantages, especially in

the swarming context. For example, assume the live event is a concert. Logically,

most viewers will want to join in the first few hours of the concert. Each viewer may

have different delays. At the beginning, a viewer who is delayed more than other

viewers may be able to swarm the beginning of the concert from multiple other

viewers because each file is small and therefore contains less time of the concert.

Logically, most viewers will not want to join after a few hours of the concert. Media

asset builder 16 may generate larger files after a few hours of the concert because

most every viewer has already filled their respective buffers by swarming and is now

only downloading from media server 6 .



[0168] The various embodiments described above may provide client 84 with more

options than the traditional solution. For example, client 84 may be able to fast-

forward the live event. Since client device 10 is continuously downloading media

assets from media sever 6 or in parallel from source devices 152, client 84 may be

able to fast-forward especially when the buffer contains a lot of media assets. In such

embodiments, playback controller 86 may determine whether client 84 can fast-

forward based on the size of the buffer. If client 84 does fast-forward, stream agent

88 may jump from key frame to key frame within a media asset. As described above,

the metadata for a media asset, or map information may include temporal locations or

data range locations of key frames within a media asset. The metadata for the media

asset, or map information may be stored in temporal metadata 96. Stream agent 88

may jump to the key frames within a media asset, and cause media player 78 to jump

to the various key frames via TCP connection 90. Similarly, client 84 may be able to

rewind the live transmission. Additionally, because every portion of time is

individually addressable, client 84 may be able to start the live transmission at some

arbitrary location.

[0169] The code may be executed by one or more processors, such as one or more

digital signal processors ("DSPs"), general purpose microprocessors, application-

specific integrated circuits ("ASICs"), field programmable logic arrays ("FPGAs"), or

other equivalent integrated or discrete logic circuitry. Accordingly, the term

"processor," as used herein may refer to any of the foregoing structure or any other

structure suitable for implementation of the techniques described herein. In addition,

in some aspects, the functionality described herein may be provided within dedicated

software modules or hardware modules configured for encoding and decoding, or

incorporated in a combined video encoder-decoder ("CODEC").

[0170] Various embodiments of the invention have been described. These and other

embodiments are within the scope of the following claims.



CLAIMS:

1. A method for a media server to deliver a live transmission, comprising:

receiving a request from a plurality of client devices to download the live

transmission via a packet-based computer-network;

determining an amount of backset for each one of the plurality of client

devices upon receiving the request, wherein at least two client devices of the plurality

of client devices are determined to have different amounts of backset; and

providing the plurality of client devices at least one media asset stored by the

media server based on the determined amount of backset, wherein the at least one

media asset comprises data of the live transmission for a time interval or data range.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein providing the plurality of client devices at

least one media asset comprises:

providing a first media asset to each one of the plurality of client devices; and

providing a second media asset to each one of the plurality of client devices,

wherein the second media asset includes data of the live transmission for a time

interval or data range that follows the first media asset.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein providing the plurality of client devices at

least one media asset comprises providing a first media asset to a first client device

and providing a second media asset to a second client device, wherein the determined

amount of backset for the first client device is different than the determined amount of

backset for the second client device, wherein the first media asset is different than the

second media asset, and wherein the first media asset and the second media asset

include data of the live transmission.



4 . The method of claim 1, wherein providing the plurality of client devices at

least one media asset comprises providing a first portion of the at least one media

asset to a first client and providing a second portion of the at least one media asset to a

second client, wherein the determined amount of backset for the first client device is

different than the determined amount of backset for the second client, wherein the

first portion of the at least one media asset is different than the second portion of the

at least one media asset, and wherein the at least one media asset includes data of the

live transmission.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein determining the amount of backset for the

plurality of client devices comprises determining the amount of backset for the

plurality of client devices based on at least one of a number of client devices currently

downloading the live transmission, a geographical proximity of client devices

currently downloading the live transmission, an actual throughput rate to each one of

the plurality of client devices, and a historical actual throughput rate to each one of

the plurality of client devices.

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein determining the amount of backset for the

plurality of client devices comprises:

transmitting a maximum backset to the plurality of client devices; and

receiving a request for at least one media asset from each one of the plurality

of client devices, wherein the requested media asset corresponds to a backset that is

less than the maximum backset.



7 . The method of claim 1, wherein determining the amount of backset for the

plurality of client devices comprises:

transmitting a recommended backset and a maximum backset to the plurality

of client devices; and

receiving a request for at least one media asset that corresponds to a calculated

backset from each one of the plurality of client devices, wherein the calculated

backset is based on the recommended backset.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the calculated backset is calculated based on a

distribution function that is weighted such that in a majority of situations the

calculated backset equals the recommended backset, in a minority of situations the

calculated backset is less than the recommended backset, and in a minority of

situations the calculated backset is greater than the recommended backset and less

than the maximum backset.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein determining the amount of backset for each

one of the plurality of client devices comprises:

transmitting a recommended backset, a maximum backset, and a plurality of

coefficient values to each one of the plurality of client devices; and

receiving a request for at least one media asset that corresponds to a calculated

backset from each one of the plurality of client devices, wherein the calculated

backset is based on the recommended backset and the plurality of coefficient values.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the calculated backset is calculated based on

the plurality of coefficient values and a distribution function that is weighted such that

in a majority of situations the calculated backset equals the recommended backset, in

a minority of situations the calculated backset is less than the recommended backset,

and in a minority of situations the calculated backset is greater than the recommended

backset and less than the maximum backset.



11. The method of claim 1, wherein providing at least one media asset comprises:

transmitting a media asset based on the amount of backset.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein providing at least one media asset comprises:

transmitting a portion within a media asset based on the amount of backset.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein providing at least one media asset comprises:

providing a plurality of media assets to each one of the plurality of client

devices; and

providing at least one of a map of timestamps and a map of datastamps to each

one of the plurality of client devices, wherein the map of timestamps comprises a

timestamp for each key frame within a media asset that corresponds to a length of

time of the live transmission, and wherein the map of datastamps comprises a

datastamp for each key frame within the media asset that corresponds to an amount of

data of the live transmission.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the map of timestamps and the map of

datastamps are stored as metadata within each one of the plurality of media assets.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the amount of backset is an amount of time

that is temporally prior to the request from the plurality of client devices to download

the live transmission.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one media asset is individually

storeable, retrievable, and addressable.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one media asset is addressable

using a predictable name.



18. A method for a client device to receive a live transmission, the method

comprising:

transmitting a request to a media server to download the live transmission;

receiving a backset from the media server ;

requesting a media asset of the live transmission based on the received

backset, wherein the media asset comprises data of the live transmission for a time

interval or data range; and

downloading the media asset.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising:

calculating a new backset based on the received backset, wherein requesting a

media asset of the live transmission based on the received backset comprises

requesting a media asset of the live transmission based on the calculated backset.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein calculating the new backset comprises

calculating the new backset based on a distribution function such that the new backset

is less than the received backset.

21. The method of claim 19, wherein calculating the new backset comprises;

receiving coefficient values from the media server; and

calculating the new backset based on the received coefficient values and a

distribution function.

22. The method of claim 18, wherein the media server transmits the distribution

function.

23 . The method of claim 18, wherein the media asset is stored within the client

device.



24. The method of claim 18, further comprising:

receiving at least one of a map of timestamps and a map of datastamps,

wherein the map of timestamps comprises a timestamp for each key frame within the

media asset that corresponds to a length of time of the live transmission, and wherein

the map of datastamps comprises a datastamp for each key frame within the media

asset that corresponds to an amount of data of the live transmission.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the map of timestamps and map of

datastamps are stored as metadata within the media asset.

26. A media content provider to deliver a live transmission, the media content

provider comprising:

an encapsulator that includes an interface to receive the live transmission and

provide the live transmission to a media asset builder that generates a plurality of

media assets; and

a media server that stores each one of the plurality of media assets, provides

the media assets to a plurality of client devices, and determines an amount of backset

for each one of the plurality of client devices, wherein at least two client devices of

the plurality of client devices have different amounts of backset.

27. The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the media server provides a

first media asset to a first client device of the plurality of client devices and provides a

second media asset to a second client device of the plurality of client devices, wherein

the determined amount of backset for the first client device is different than the

determined amount of backset for the second client device, wherein the first media

asset is different than the second media asset, and wherein the first media asset and

second media asset include data of the live transmission.



28. The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the media server provides a

first portion of the at least one media asset to a first client device of the plurality of

client devices and provides a second portion of the at least one media asset to a

second client device of the plurality of client devices, wherein the determined amount

of backset for the first client device is different than the determined amount of backset

for the second client, wherein the first portion of the at least one media asset is

different than the second portion of the at least one media asset, and where the at least

one media asset includes data of the live transmission.

29. The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the media server determines

the amount of backset for the plurality of client devices based on at least one of a

number of client devices currently downloading the live transmission, a geographical

proximity of client devices currently downloading the live transmission, an actual

throughput rate to each one of the plurality of client devices, and a historical actual

throughput rate to each one of the plurality of client devices.

30. The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the media server determines

the amount of backset for the plurality of client devices by transmitting a maximum

backset to the plurality of client devices, and receiving a request for at least one media

asset from each one of the plurality of client devices, wherein the requested media

asset corresponds to a backset that is less than the maximum backset.

31. The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the media server determines

the amount of backset for the plurality of client devices by transmitting a

recommended backset and a maximum backset to the plurality of client devices, and

receiving a request for at least one media asset that corresponds to a calculated

backset from each one of the plurality of client devices, wherein the calculated

backset is based on the recommended backset.



32. The media content provider of claim 31, wherein the calculated backset is

calculated based on a distribution function that is weighted such that in a majority of

situations the calculated backset equals the recommended backset, in a minority of

situations the calculated backset is less than the recommended backset, and in a

minority of situations the calculated backset is greater than the recommended backset

and less than the maximum backset.

33 . The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the media server determines

the amount of backset for each one of the plurality of client devices by

transmitting a recommended backset, a maximum backset, and a plurality of

coefficient values to each one of the plurality of client devices, and receiving a

request for at least one media asset that corresponds to a calculated backset from each

one of the plurality of client devices, wherein the calculated backset is based on the

recommended backset and the plurality of coefficient values.

34. The media content provider of claim 33, wherein the calculated backset is

calculated based on the plurality of coefficient values and a distribution function that

is weighted such that in a majority of situations the calculated backset equals the

recommended backset, in a minority of situations the calculated backset is less than

the recommended backset, and in a minority of situations the calculated backset is

greater than the recommended backset and less than the maximum backset.

35 . The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the media server provides at

least one media asset by transmitting a media asset based on the amount of backset.

36. The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the media server provides at

least one media asset by transmitting a portion within a media asset based on the

amount of backset.



37. The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the media server provides at

least one media asset by providing a plurality of media assets to each one of the

plurality of client devices, and providing at least one of a map of timestamps and a

map of datastamps to each one of the plurality of client devices, wherein the map of

timestamps comprises a timestamp for each key frame within a media asset that

corresponds to a length of time of the live transmission, and wherein the map of

datastamps comprises a datastamp for each key frame within the media asset that

corresponds to an amount of data of the live transmission.

38. The media content provider of claim 37, wherein the map of timestamps and

map of datastamps are stored as metadata within each one of the plurality of media

assets.

39. The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the amount of backset is an

amount of time that is temporally prior to the request from the plurality of client

devices to download the live transmission.

40. The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the map of datastamps is

individually storeable, retrievable, and addressable.

41. The media content provider of claim 26, wherein the at least one media asset

is addressable using a predictable name.

42. A client device to receive a live transmission, the client device comprising:

a media player; and

a download agent comprising a playback controller, a source agent, and a

stream agent,

wherein the source agent transmits a request to a media server to download the

live transmission, and receives a backset from the media server,

wherein the source agent requests a media asset based on the received backset

and causes the stream agent to the download the requested media asset, and

wherein the media asset comprises data of the live transmission for a time

interval or data range.



43. The client device of claim 42, wherein the download agent further comprises a

backset calculator, wherein the backset calculator calculates a new backset based on

the received backset, and wherein the source agent requests a media asset based on

the calculated backset.

44. The client device of claim 43, wherein the backset calculator calculates the

backset by setting the received backset to the new backset.

45. The client device of claim 43, wherein the backset calculator calculates the

backset based on a distribution function such that the new backset is less than the

received backset.

46. The client device of claim 43, wherein the backset calculator calculates the

backset based on coefficient values that the source manager received from the media

server, and calculates the new backset based on the received coefficient values and a

distribution function.

47. The client device of claim 42, wherein the source manager sequentially

requests media assets that follow one another.

48. The client device of claim 42, wherein the source agent requests a media asset

comprises the source agent accessing metadata stored within the plurality of media

assets to find a media asset comprising data that corresponds to the backset.

49. The client device of claim 42, wherein the media asset is individually

storeable, retrievable, and addressable.

50. The client device of claim 42, wherein the media asset is addressable using a

predictable name.



51. The client device of claim 42, wherein the stream agent receives at least one of

a map of timestamps and a map of datastamps, wherein the map of timestamps

comprises a timestamp for each key frame within the media asset that corresponds to

a length of time of the live transmission, and wherein the map of datastamps

comprises a datastamp for each key frame within the media asset that corresponds to

an amount of data of the live transmission.

52. The client device of claim 51, wherein the map of timestamps and map of

datastamps are stored as metadata within the media asset.
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